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Preface

This dissertation is submitted to the Technical University of Denmark �DTU�
in ful�llment of the �nal requirement for the degree of Ph�D� It describes the
scienti�c research part of my Ph�D� study in physics and the results obtained�
My supervisors were Professor Jakob Bohr and Associate Professor Henrik
Bohr� both at the Department of Physics at DTU� The research was done in
collaboration with Professor Ken A� Dill and post�doc� Shi�Jie Chen�� both at
the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the University of California
San Francisco �UCSF�� My study took place from August ���� to October
���� and was �nanced by a Ph�D� stipend from DTU� except for the last
three months� My research work has been done partly at the Department of
Physics at DTU and partly at the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry
at UCSF�

The subject of my research project is secondary structure folding in RNA
molecules� Two years ago I �rst began studying RNA molecules� Originally�
my research project aimed at protein folding� Together with Jakob Bohr and
Henrik Bohr� I had an exciting plan to study the physical folding process by
computer simulations of lattice �and other� models of the chain� In particular�
I was interested in the e	ects of excluded volume �that two monomers never
can occupy the same position in space� and chain entropies�

So far� theoretical treatments of excluded volume in biological chain
molecules have been very approximate� Part of the di
culty is that the
steric repulsive interactions between monomers are short�range in space but
long�range in terms of distance along the chain� This should be considered
already when choosing variables to represent the state of the system� For
example� monomer positions could be represented by �x� y� z� coordinates� or
the relative positions of neighboring monomers could be represented by an�
gles� In November ����� at the �Symposium on Distance�Based Approaches
to Protein Structure Determination III� in Copenhagen� organized by Henrik
Bohr and Sren Brunak� I �rst learned about the polymer graph representa�

�current address� Department of Physics� University of Missouri� Columbia�MO ������

USA
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tion in a talk by Ken Dill� I got interested in this approach because the choice
of polymer graphs� as the �variables� with which to describe the system� is
naturally suited for treating long�range interactions�

DTU recommends a foreign stay of typically half a year as part of a Ph�D�
study� I was fortunate to get the opportunity to stay in Ken Dill�s group
from October ���� to April ���� and again from October to December �����
supported by the Department of Physics� DTU� There I had the pleasure
to work with Shi�Jie Chen and Ken Dill� Their polymer graph theory is
applicable to RNAmolecules� so I changed my subject from proteins to RNA�
But biophysical modeling of protein folding and of RNA folding are related
as heteropolymer folding problems�

My work has been theoretical� I have made computer �experiments� on
more than �� RNA sequences� predicting their folding and melting transi�
tions� Most of the sequences have been designed by us� Only a few are real
sequences existing in nature� but they have not been included in this thesis�
The work has been an exciting progress in our insight and knowledge resulting
from the interplay between� on the one hand� making new experiments and
developing ways of visualizing the data and� on the other hand� interpreting
and understanding the underlying physics� I have mostly used C�programs
written by Shi�Jie Chen� together with C�shell and Nawk scripting programs
written by me� Occasionally� I have used software from the Zuker page ��� or
the Vienna RNA Package ���� The �gures in this thesis have been made with
Mathematica� Gnuplot� Showcase �SGI� and the LATEXpicture environment�

I have bene�ted from presenting my work on di	erent occasions� I had a
poster at the conference �Statistical Mechanics of Biocomplexity� in Sitges�
Spain ����� and at the �Summer School in Physics of Molecular Biology� in
Humleb�k� Denmark ����� where I had useful discussions with Paul Higgs
and Terry Hwa� I also presented talks in Carsten Peterson�s group at Lund
University� Sweden� and at the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen�

The thesis is organized as follows� Chapter � gives a background in�
troduction to the biology and biochemistry of RNA molecules� It includes
comparisons with proteins and DNA� I also introduce the concepts related to
secondary structure� Chapter � puts our research in a historical perspective
and relates it to other theoretical areas� Chapter � describes the model of
Chen � Dill� Here I try to derive the theory in an alternative way to their
papers ������ by introducing something called ��secondary structure and ��
secondary structure� Chapter � presents our predictions using the model�
which are going to be published ���� Our predictions are made in advance
of experiments and we hope that experimentalists will be encouraged to test
them� Chapter � concludes with a discussion and an outlook� I do not include
photocopies of papers� since they have not been published yet� The only pub�
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lication so far is in the proceedings of the Sitges conference ���� Instead� our
paper intended for the Journal of Molecular Biology has been expanded into
a thesis�style chapter�
I greatly thank my four supervisors for the willingly support and help�

their wise advice and the inspiration� Especially� I appreciate the always
encouraging and positive attitude of Ken Dill and Shi�Jie Chen and the
enthusiasm they create� I also would like to thank the Dill group for their
great hospitality� Finally I thank Karl Jalkanen and Kenneth Frimand for
reading parts of the manuscript�

E�Tstesen
Lyngby� October ����
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Abstract

Using a computer model� we predict and design the folding and melting
behavior of RNA chain molecules as a function of temperature�
The single�stranded RNA molecule form secondary structure� i�e� short

double�stranded helices depending on the heteropolymer sequence in which
A�U and G�C intrachain contacts are preferred� These base�paired regions
break upon heating �but not the chain itself� whereby the molecule becomes
unfolded� Biomolecules have a huge space of �D conformations� which is
challenging to treat theoretically due to sequence�dependent contact energies
of the self�avoiding chain�
Using a new statistical mechanical theory of RNA secondary structure�

that goes beyond current models by treating loop�loop interactions� we ex�
plore the complete conformational energy landscape� The model is physical
and has previously been shown to predict experimental melting curves rea�
sonably for RNA sequences smaller than about ��� bases� We compute the
partition function of a given sequence and the equilibrium ensemble of sec�
ondary structures at each temperature� Folding and melting are equivalent
in an equilibrium model�
We design sequences and predict their folding energy landscapes� and

show that even short and simple RNA sequences can have remarkably com�
plex and bumpy landscapes that can be altered substantially by small muta�
tions� We �nd stable macroscopic states such as the native� the denatured�
partly folded intermediates and molten globules� We also study the mul�
tiple thermodynamic transitions between these states� We predict a wide
range of types of melting cooperativity� ��state and ��state transitions� and
unexpected mutation� and sequence�dependent e	ects on melting� One mu�
tation completely abolishes an intermediate state� We show designs of RNA
molecules with multiple native states and conformational switching between
them as functions of mutations and temperature�
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Dansk resum�e

Vi forudsiger og designer foldnings� og smeltningsegenskaberne af RNA k�de�
molekyler som funktion af temperaturen ved hj�lp af en computermodel�
Det enkeltstrengede RNA molekyle kan folde afh�ngigt af sekvensen og

har en tendens til at danne A�U og G�C kontakter med sig selv� Derved
opst�ar sekund�rstruktur dvs� korte stykker af dobbeltstrenget helix� Ved
opvarmning deles disse base�parrede stykker �mens k�den selv forbliver hel�
hvorved molekylet udfoldes� Biomolekyler har en uhyre m�ngde af tredimen�
sionelle strukturer� hvilket udgr en udfordring for teoretikere fordi k�den
ikke m�a overlappe sig selv og fordi energien af kontakter er sekvensafh�ngig�
Ved at bruge en ny statistisk mekanisk teori for RNA sekund�rstruk�

tur� som g�ar videre end nuv�rende modeller ved ogs�a at behandle vek�
selvirkninger mellemlkker� udforsker vi hele energilandskabet p�a udtmmende
vis� Modellen er realistisk og har tidligere vist rimelige forudsigelser af m�alte
varmekapacitetskurver for RNA molekyler med mindre end omkring ���
baser� Vi beregner tilstandssummen for en given sekvens samt ligev�gt�
sensemblet af sekund�rstrukturer ved hver temperatur� I en ligev�gtsmodel
er foldning og smeltning det samme�
Vi designer sekvenser og forudsiger deres energilandskaber for foldning�

Resultaterne viser at selv korte og simple RNA molekyler kan have be�
m�rkelsesv�rdigt komplekse og kuperede landskaber hvor sm�a mutationer
kan medfre omfattende �ndringer� Vi �nder makroskopiske stabile til�
stande s�asom den foldede� den denaturerede� delvist foldede mellemtilstande
og �molten globules�� Vi undersger de �ere termodynamiske overgange der
er mellem tilstandene� Vi forudsiger en bred vifte af forskellige typer koop�
erativitet� overgange svarende til �� ordens og �� ordens faseovergange samt
overraskende e	ekter af mutationer og sekvensforskelle� En mutation kan
f�eks� helt eliminere en mellemtilstand� Vi pr�senterer RNA sekvenser der
er designet med �ere alternative foldede tilstande og vi demonstrerer skift
mellem disse afh�ngende af mutationer eller temperaturen�
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Chapter �

The RNA Molecule

In this chapter I will give a concise introduction to the RNAmolecule� its bio�
chemistry etc�� and make comparisons with both DNA and protein molecules�
I assume that the reader is familiar with the double�stranded helical struc�
ture of DNA� its way of coding genetic information ��� and with its structure
being solved by Watson and Crick in ���� ���� with the use of the X�ray data
of R� Franklin� I also assume that the reader has heard about the protein
folding problem ����� But since this is a physics thesis� I think it will be
useful to refresh the basic details and also provide some new background
information to the reader� This is meant as a biophysics introduction� and
more can be found in Refs� ����������

��� Global Properties of DNA and RNA

RNA and DNA are biopolymers of the same type called nucleic acids� Some
of the main di	erences and similarities between RNA and DNA are illustrated
in Fig� ���� Both consist of four kinds of monomers� G� C� A and U �or T��
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Figure ���� Comparison of RNA and DNA molecules�
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The only di	erence is that RNA has a U instead of T� which is present in
DNA� T and U are equivalent� The letters are abbreviations of� Guanine�
Cytosine� Adenine� Uracil and Thymine� respectively� The monomers in
nucleic acids are called nucleotides� but we also refer to them here as bases
or residues� Both DNA and RNA form base�paired regions in which a G is
hydrogen�bonded to a C and an A is hydrogen�bonded to a U �or T�� Such
base�paired regions will have double�stranded helix structures �not shown in
the �gure� in both DNA and RNA�

The DNAmolecule consists of two polymer chains that are very long �����
��� bases�the human genome is about one meter long�� In contrast� the
RNA molecule consists of a single polymer chain that is much shorter�from
tens to thousands of bases� In DNA the two chains are perfectly complemen�
tary and tightly zipped into one long helix� Complementary means that they
have AT and GC base�pair correspondences� they are like a photographic
negative and positive and therefore carry the same sequence information� In
RNA there are short segments of the chain that are pairwise complementary
and they form helices usually between � and �� base�pairs long� A helix is
also called a duplex� The base�pairs in RNA are thus intrachain contacts and
one RNA molecule can form many short helical pieces�

This di	erence�the one�stranded RNA vs� the two�stranded DNA�is
how they usually appear in a cell� it is what we see in nature� The biological
reason is that DNA is the permanent storage place of the whole genome� and
is often coiled into larger compact structures such as chromosomes� while
RNA has several di	erent functions described in section ���� But the chemical
and physical properties of DNA and RNA are almost the same and a single
DNA chain can also fold and form intrachain base�pairs like RNA� and two
complementary RNA chains can zip into a single double helix like DNA� It
is even possible to make hybrid helices with one RNA chain and one DNA
chain�

The geometry of the RNA helix� with characteristic sizes� is shown in
Fig� ���� together with an ��helix of a protein for comparison� The double�
stranded helix has two chains winding around each other� while the ��helix
has only one spiraling chain� Actually� this is only one of three possible
helical structures in nucleic acids� they are called A� B and Z ����� RNA
helices and RNA�DNA hybrid helices always have the A�form shown in the
�gure� Double�stranded DNA has mostly �under humid conditions� the B�
form� which has slightly di	erent sizes than those of the A�form� The Z�form
is a left�handed helix that can exist in DNA instead of the right�handed A
and B forms� A double�stranded helix creates two separate grooves between
the chains� In the B�form they have di	erent widths and are called the major
groove and the minor groove� The major groove plays a special role in DNA�
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Figure ���� Schematic comparison of sizes of helices�

protein interactions because an ��helix is small enough to �t into it �����
But in A�form helices �RNA� the two grooves have almost the same width�
Instead one is deep and the other is shallow�

��� Biological Functions of RNA

RNA is widely known as the molecule that carries sequence information from
DNA to the sites where proteins are synthesized� According to the central
dogma of molecular biology ��� there are three fundamental processes of trans�
ferring genetic information� replication� by which DNA is split in two copies�
transcription� in which RNA is made from a DNA template� and translation�
where protein is made from an RNA template� �Prions evade this simple
scheme of genotype�to�phenotype transfer�� In this picture RNA plays a
very passive role� something like the photocopies you bring home from the
library� But attention has been shifting towards RNA�s more active roles�
In fact� they should be considered much more like proteins� by folding to
speci�c tertiary structures they are able to create ligand binding sites and
perform a variety of specialised catalytic tasks in the cell ����� This was
perhaps unexpected when some catalytic properties were �rst discovered in
����� because RNA with its four bases has a limited functional group diver�
sity compared to proteins� Proteins are� however� still superior in diversity
and speci�city�

RNA�s are synthesized by the RNA polymerase enzyme as it travels along
the DNA and copies the sequence ����� RNA performs many biological func�
tions ��� ��� in the forms of� mRNA� virus genomes� tRNA� mtRNA� rRNA�
antisense RNA� snRNP� SRP RNA and other ribozymes� A ribozyme is an
�RNA�enzyme�� i�e� a catalytic RNA� RNA is also very important in the evo�
lutionary context� Some of these functions will be described in the following�

Messenger RNA�mRNA� is the RNA that contains the sequence informa�
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tion needed for synthesizing a protein� In mRNA it is the primary structure
that has a function and less so the secondary structure� However� some
mRNA�s also have structure dependent processes� especially provided by the
�non�coding� intron regions�

Many viruses �e�g� HIV� have an RNA genome instead of a DNA genome�
Again the primary function is to contain sequence information� and secondary
structure plays a secondary role�

Transfer RNA� tRNA� is the molecule that brings the correct amino acid
to the growing end of the protein chain during protein synthesis� It is a
short chain with a clover�leaf secondary structure �see a tRNA in Fig� �����
Three of the bases in the middle hairpin loop are the anticodon that binds
to the complementary codon in mRNA� In the other end of the tRNA is the
corresponding amino acid attached�

Ribosomes are very large and complex molecular machines that make
proteins� Their two subunits are ribonucleoproteins� i�e� they consist of
both RNA and protein molecules� Some of the involved ribosomal RNA�s
�rRNA� are thousands of bases long� rRNA�s fold to tertiary structures
enabling them to perform some of the many catalytic tasks of the ribosome�
Ribonucleoproteins raise the problem of understanding mutual folding of
proteins and RNA�s� and how they work together �����

rRNA�s and tRNA�s thus work closely together in one of the most funda�
mental molecular processes of life� They date back to the earliest common
ancestors of all present�day life� and they exist in very similar versions across
all kinds of cells �eucaryotic and procaryotic�� rRNA sequences are long
enough to construct phylogenetic trees from sequence alignment with which
evolution has been studied�

RNA molecules are believed to have played a central role in the origin
of life� In a scenario called the RNA world ��� ���� the �rst autocatalytic
molecular systems and the earliest life forms were based on RNA� rather than
DNA or proteins� The ability of RNA�s to both store genetic information
and act as catalysts is one of the arguments for this hypothesis� Life was
primarily RNA based between ��� and ������� years ago� DNA and proteins
thus appeared in evolution around the time when ribosomes and tRNA�s
evolved �����

��� Local Features of the RNA Molecule

A nucleotide in RNA �or DNA� consists of a sugar� a base and a phosphate
group� As Fig� ��� shows� the RNA chain has a sugar�phosphate�sugar�
phosphate backbone� with the bases as sidechains� In a helix the two back�
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bones are on the outside� with the bases pairing via hydrogen bonds on the
inside� This is opposite to an ��helix� in which the amino acid side chains are
on the outside� they are not involved in the hydrogen bonding of the ��helix
which takes place on the single polypeptide backbone on the inside� where
hydrogen bonds bind residue i to residue i � in the chain�
Fig� ��� shows the nitrogen�containing ring structures of the four bases
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Figure ���� Watson�Crick base�pairs with their hydrogen bonds�

A� U� G and C� It also shows the two Watson�Crick base�pairs� AU and
GC� and how they hydrogen bond� There are three hydrogen bonds in GC�
which therefore is bonded more strongly than an AU with only two hydrogen
bonds� A third base�pair� GU� is also quite stable and these three�AU�
GC and GU�are known as canonical base�pairs� But in fact� any pairing is
possible in a helix� Non�canonical base�pairs are less stable than the canonical
but are nevertheless common in RNA secondary structures� They are called
mismatches�
A helix is not stabilized by hydrogen bonds alone� An important contri�

bution comes from the stacking interactions� the �at ring structures of the
base�pairs are stacked closely on top of each other in the helix� Their large
interfaces provide a strong van der Waals attractive force between adjacent
base�pairs� The hydrogen bonds of an isolated base�pair� without adjacent
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base�pairs� are not enough to stabilize it� Therefore base�pairs always occur
in helices of at least two base�pairs�
A third kind of interaction also plays a role� The phosphate groups in

the backbone are negatively charged� Hence there is an overall electrostatic
repulsion between di	erent parts of the backbone� which opposes helix for�
mation� This force depends on the ions present in the solution� that screen
the charge to some extent�
Figure ��� shows the chemical structure of the sugar and the phosphate

group in an RNA nucleotide� The sugar is ribose and it has �ve carbons

Sugar (ribose)
with five carbons:
1’ to 5’ C C
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2

−

Figure ���� Backbone details of an RNA nucleotide�

that are numbered �� to ��� The base is bonded to the �� carbon and the
phosphate is bonded to the �� carbon� A DNA backbone is nearly identical� it
has another sugar called deoxyribose instead of ribose� but the only di	erence
is on the �� carbon where deoxyribose has �H instead of �OH� The names
RNA and DNA re�ect this di	erence between their backbone sugars� They
mean �ribonucleic acid� and �deoxyribonucleic acid��
As we mentioned before� DNA can form helices of the B�form� The B�form

has a more favorable interaction with the surrounding waters� RNA would
probably do the same� were it not for the hydroxyl on the �� carbon which
stericly hinders formation of the B conformation� Therefore RNA always has
A�form helices �����
RNA and DNA chains are directed polymers� the strand has a direction

or polarity� since the phosphate group on the �� carbon connects to the ��
carbon on the next nucleotide� So the two ends of the strand look di	erent in
terms of adding a new monomer� The ends are referred to as the �� end and
the �� end� This is similar to the ends of a polypeptide chain �protein� which
are called the amino terminus and the carboxyl terminus� By convention the
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direction in a nucleic acid chain is from �� to ��� so the sequence is always
written down in that order� GAUUCGA means ���GAUUCGA���� In a DNA
or RNA helix the two strands are always anti�parallel� they run in opposite
directions� This is unlike ��sheets in proteins where strands can be both
parallel and anti�parallel�

An RNA backbone is more �exible than a protein backbone ����� a protein
can rotate freely about two covalent bonds for each monomer� described by
the torsion angles � and �� while the third bond is the peptide bond with
little allowed rotation �considered sti	�� If one follows the covalent bonds
along the RNA backbone� one �nds six bonds per monomer� see the thick
red lines in Fig� ���� There is also rotation about the bond that holds the
base sidechain �thick black line�� so in total there are seven degrees of freedom
per RNA monomer� In an amino acid sidechain there are up to �ve dihedral
angles� which gives at most seven degrees of freedom per protein monomer�
The many torsion angles in the RNA backbone means that a base can position
itself in any direction� even inside a helix� This makes possible base�pairing
outside of the helix �tertiary contacts� and multi�base hydrogen bonding
�base�triples��

��� RNA Secondary Structure

We loosely think of secondary structure as being double helices in nucleic
acids� or such things as ��helices and ��sheets in proteins� However� a precise
terminology has developed in the RNA context ����� which di	ers from what
is customary in the protein context� In the following we will de�ne what we
mean by RNA secondary structure�

In an RNA chain of length L the monomers are numbered �� � � � � L � �
from �� to ��� A base�pair�two bases in contact forming hydrogen bonds�is
identi�ed by its two bases �i� j�� with i � j� A base�pair always has j� i � ��
i�e� there are at least three monomers between i and j� This is because the
chain is not �exible enough to bend in the required hairpin turn� if there
are only one or two unpaired bases between i and j� Two base�pairs� �i� j�
and �h� k� where i � h� have one of the following three relationships� ���
they are nested if i � h � k � j� ��� they are unrelated or independent if
i � j � h � k and ��� they are linked or interlocking if i � h � j � k�
Two linked base�pairs form a cross�link or a pseudoknot� A set of base�pairs
characterizes a molecular fold or structure� Of course� that is not enough
to specify the �D conformation of the polymer molecule� A set of base�pairs
represents an ensemble of �D conformations of the molecule� namely all those
in which these base�pairs �and no others� are present� The set of base�pairs
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does not� for example� specify the shape of single�stranded regions that have
no base�pairings�
An RNA secondary structure is a set of base�pairs in which no two base�

pairs are linked� So every base�pair in a secondary structure is either unre�
lated or nested with respect to every other base�pair in the secondary struc�
ture� This de�nition automatically ensures that helix strands are antiparal�
lel� Note that secondary structure deals with the whole molecule�not just
a helical region of it� Note also that� according to this strict de�nition� the
cork�screw twist of a helix must be considered as tertiary structure� Normally
in the literature� the classical de�nition of secondary structure also requires
that two base�pairs have no base in common� but for the present we will use
a less constrained de�nition that allows base�triples�
A set of base�pairs that has one or more cross�links is called a pseudoknot�

and the structure is said to have tertiary contacts� In some cases a few tertiary
contacts are formed as deviations from an otherwise secondary structure� for
example� a contact formed by bases from two independent helices�
A secondary structure can be represented in a number of ways� list nota�

tion� contact matrix� �D fold� bracket notation� mountain plot and polymer
graph and others �������� The obvious way to represent a set of base�pairs is
to write them in a list�

�������������������	���
��������������������������etc��

This is probably the easiest notation for a computer to read� but also the
hardest for a human� A better way to visualize that the above example
contains antiparallel helices is to draw the contact matrix� in which every
base�pair is represented by a dot� see Fig� ���� Antiparallel helices will then
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Figure ���� Representations of RNA secondary structure�

appear as lines perpendicular to the matrix diagonal� The matrix instantly
shows that there are four helices in the example� but it fails to show how they
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are connected to each other� The best way to visualize a secondary structure
is to draw a �D fold� see Fig� ���� Now we immediately see that the helices
are connected in a clover�leaf structure�
A secondary structure can always be drawn in a planar diagram as a

�D fold� with no intersections of the polymer chain or the lines representing
base�pairs� The same is not always true for structures containing cross�
links�which is why they are called cross�links� Another virtue of a �D
fold diagram is that it also shows the various loops of a secondary structure�
Figure ��� shows that loops are classi�ed as �ve types� hairpin loops� internal

multiple loops

bulges

hairpin loops

internal loops
stems

stacked pairs
5’ 3’

tails

Figure ���� A secondary structure consists of loops� stems and tails�

loops� multiple or multibranched loops� bulges and stacked pairs� A helix or
stem is a series of stacked pairs� A drawback of the �D fold representation
is that it shows a fold in two dimensions� the chain may even be wiggling
to represent thermal movements� But such spatial shapes are only symbolic�
There is nothing two�dimensional about RNA molecules� The diagram gives
an overview of base�paired regions and loops�nothing else�
The de�nition of secondary structure� with the exclusion of tertiary con�

tacts� means that there will be a hierarchical or tree�like ordering� This means
that a �D fold can be drawn as a tree� with stems and tree�like branches�
Then the chain de�nes the boundary of that tree� and if the two chain ends
were joined then the tree body would have a connected inside� Usually �D
folds are drawn like trees�
The hierarchical ordering is also the basis for the two representations

bracket notation and mountain plot� The bracket notation is a standard way
of writing the sequence and secondary structure�
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GGGGAUGUAGCUCAGUGGUAGAGCGCAUGCUUCGCAUGUAUGAGGCCCCGGGUUCGAUCCCCGGCAUCUCCA

������������������������������������������������������������������������

A base�pair is just a bracket pair� It is commonly known how to read brackets
and pair them� and the underlying order is hierarchical� A mountain plot is
a curve that goes one step up for !�"� keeps the height for !�" and goes one
step down for !�"� see Fig� ���� It starts and ends at height zero and it never
has negative heights� Mountain tops are hairpin loops and high valleys are
multiple loops�

Polymer graph representations of secondary structure will be described
in section ������ They are diagrams that look like rainbows� In our work� we
prefer �D folds for illustrations and polymer graphs for systematic calcula�
tions�

All possible secondary structures de�ne a class of polymer conformations�
It is a restricted class since all conformations in which a linked pair of base�
pairs exists are excluded� Only a part of the phase space is allowed� But
the class of RNA secondary structure de�nes a model system� for which the
statistical mechanics can be solved analytically and computationally� and it
has therefore been established as an entity in its own right� Does this model
system�secondary structure�describe well the physics of real RNA�s# As
we will explain later� secondary structure alone �i�e� without tertiary struc�
ture considerations� can account for much of the thermodynamics� But do
cross�links not play a role in nature then# Many real native conformations
do not have any tertiary contacts� But on the other hand� many �other� na�
tive conformations have tertiary contacts� So it is� above all� computational
convenience that has led to the exclusion of cross�links from the secondary
structure de�nition�and from our minds� As we shall see� most algorithms
are based on the hierarchical ordering of contacts� But secondary structure
should be seen as a �rst step to tertiary structure prediction�

��� Tertiary Structure and Folding

RNA tertiary structure is more loosely de�ned than secondary structure� but
can be said to include everything which is not secondary structure� Tertiary
structure is thus pseudoknots and �D structures� It includes how base�paired
regions twist and bend into helices� the structure of loops and how helices
pack themselves in bigger architectures� Packing of helices is best studied
in larger RNA�s� A small RNA� such as a ���mer tRNA� does not have
helices enough to pack very much� Many RNA�s are characterized by folding
pathways� unique �D shapes and diversity in ligand recognition�
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It is the loops of the RNA secondary structure that play the pivotal role
in tertiary structure formation� The helices themselves are more reluctant to
interact with adjacent helices� This is because� when fully base�paired� they
have their bases on the inside and the backbone on the outside� The helix
surface thus becomes smooth and negatively charged� A helix is stabilized
by the hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions between its bases� and this
makes the RNA helix stable on its own� like a �lled atomic shell� In contrast�
the ��helices and ��sheets of proteins have their sidechains on the outside
where they interact with adjacent ��helices or ��sheets� The hydrogen bonds
that de�ne ��helices and ��sheets are not enough to stabilize them on their
own� They need to be packed in larger tertiary structures such as protein do�
mains in order to be stable� Protein tertiary structures have many hydrogen
bonds� but they are not responsible for the stabilization� Instead it is the
formation of a hydrophobic core and the polar residues on the surface that
is the main driving force ����� The hydrophobic force is less important in
RNA secondary and tertiary structure formation� Some of the mechanisms
in RNA tertiary structure formation involves interactions between di	erent
loops� They can form tertiary contacts with both hydrogen bonding and
stacking� �This is probably why they are called tertiary contacts�� Metal
ions are also very important for much tertiary structure formation� It is� for
example� necessary to screen the backbone charges� The backbone itself can
also form stabilizing hydrogen bonds�

RNA molecules fold much more hierarchically than proteins� Hierarchi�
cally here does not refer to the tree nature of secondary structure� but to the
separation of primary� secondary and tertiary structures� They are di	erent
steps on the !quantum ladder"� which means that each level of structure can
be seen as a phenomenon independent of the other levels� The energy scales
associated with the three levels of structure are di	erent� Primary structure�
i�e� the sequence of nucleotides in the chain� is covalently bonded and is
therefore very stable� These bonds never change� except in the presence of
enzymes� so in our study we do not need to consider that as a degree of free�
dom� The binding energies involved in secondary structure are smaller than
in the covalent bonds of primary structure� But secondary structure energies
are higher than the interactions that hold tertiary structures together� This
separation of the energy �or enthalpy� scales gives rise to a general tendency
in experimental melting curves �heat capacity vs� T �� tertiary structure
will melt at low temperatures and secondary structure will melt at higher
temperatures� The melting curve will be dominated by peaks corresponding
to the melting of secondary structure� but at lower T there will be small
contributions corresponding to the tertiary structure binding enthalpies�

The hierarchy is also present in dynamics of structure formation� at �rst
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secondary structure is �xed and then the helices will move around the �exible
loop regions� being building blocks for tertiary structure formation� In pro�
teins there are also hierarchical behaviors in folding� but their secondary and
tertiary structure are less separable� They go together� they are stabilized
as a whole and their interactions are not easily distinguished� The hierarchy
in RNA folding means that we can study RNA secondary structure in itself�
as a subject almost independent of tertiary structure� Tertiary interactions
can be neglected in our models� which make the models much easier to han�
dle� since a monomer only has to interact with one or two other monomers�
Protein modelling is much harder in this respect�
In the mid ���s RNA tertiary folding began to gain the same interest

that protein tertiary folding had� The study of tertiary folding principles
has been much slower to set o	 in RNA than in proteins because only a few
atomic resolution structures from crystallography or NMR were available�
Until ���� crystal structures were only known for tRNA� The situation has
improved� and research in RNA tertiary structure is growing� but still only
very few structures are known�
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Chapter �

Biopolymer Perspective

In this chapter I put our research in a broader perspective� I will describe
some historical background and try to advocate the virtues of RNA secondary
structure models�

Understanding RNA secondary structure is part of the problem of un�
derstanding biopolymer folding� This includes protein folding and in the
previous chapter we saw some of the similarities between RNA and protein
molecules� Although the RNA and protein research communities have been
distinct� they share the same issues and questions� RNA folding research
is usually met with the same expectations as in the protein folding �eld�
namely the prospects of designing new medicines and drugs computation�
ally� An optimistic view is that the folding problem is the biggest hurdle in
biology�beyond which understanding and controlling the cellular processes
would be within reach� The problem is then described metaphorically as
!breaking the code"� A more skeptic view is that our predictive capabilities
are limited and that biotechnology has its risks�

The predictions in this thesis are based on a new model by Shi�Jie Chen
and Ken Dill ��� ��� On the other hand� there is a family of solvable models
and prediction methods� widely used in the RNA �eld� which we can call
the standard model of RNA secondary structure� It is available as software
packages that can be downloaded� e�g� the Vienna RNA Package ���� and
software that can also be used online ��� ��� The standard model�s history
goes back to the early ���s and is based on works by John McCaskill� Ignacio
Tinoco� Jr�� Douglas Turner� M� Waterman� Michael Zuker and numerous
others�
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��� The ����s�	�s
 Theories in ��D

Soon after the DNA helix was discovered ���� it became interesting to study its
melting induced by heat� where the two strands separate� Experiments had
shown that the transitions between random coil and either double�stranded
helix in DNA� or ��helix in protein� are sharp� i�e� they happen over a few
degrees temperature interval� This means that the helix�to�coil transitions
are cooperative�

The theoretical studies were part of the debate in those years on order�
disorder transitions in one�dimensional systems� exempli�ed by the ferro�
magnetic Ising chain� It had been demonstrated that in �D� domains of
the two macroscopic phases will coexist and there is no phase transition� if
the interactions are short�range� i�e� if they reach only a �nite length along
the chain� But if the interactions are long�range� in the form of a potential
falling o	 as a power law r��� then the system has a �rst order phase tran�
sition if � � � � �� as was proven by Freeman Dyson ����� This �D Kac
model also played a central role in the historical development leading to the
Renormalization Group theory in �����

Long�range non�local forces are unrealistic� but long�range e	ects can be
realized with polymers� An Ising�like model is obtained for double helices by
assuming that bases can only be paired in an in register way� i�e� only native
base�pairs can be formed� It remained to be explained how the �ndings
for the Ising model agree with the experiments on cooperative melting of
biopolymer helices� under what conditions is there a genuine phase transition
in the model biopolymer of in�nite size# A series of theoretical treatments�
e�g� �������� culminated in a book in ���� on helix�coil transitions in nucleic
acids and proteins ����� But cooperativity was still poorly understood� and
it continues to be a matter of interest �������

Helix�coil theories treat short�range interactions� The forces are local in
the sense that the distance along the chain is short� The local interaction
enabled Zimm and Bragg to apply a transfer matrix method ���� to calculate
the partition function ���� ���� They obtained a sharp cross�over� but not a
phase transition� Poland and Scheraga obtained a second order transition in
their DNAmodel because of an e	ective long�range interaction resulting from
considering loop entropies that depend on size ����� but no transition in their
protein model ����� Michael Fisher ���� concluded that excluded volume�
which Poland and Scheraga had ignored in their loop entropies� does not
change their main conclusions�

The Chen � Dill model used in this thesis also employs a transfer matrix
principle �see section ���� comparable to Zimm � Bragg�s� but the theory
rigourously treats non�native �non�local� contacts and excluded volume as
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well� We do not assume a �D !zipper"�

��� Protein Folding

Despite much work through the last decade� the protein folding problem
remains a hard challenge ���� ��� ���� The prediction of a real protein �D
structure� given its sequence� works reasonably if the sequence is homolo�
gous to one of the proteins� for which the structure has been determined
experimentally� But ab initio predictions of macromolecular structure based
on microscopic interactions are still not very succesful� Atomic�level simula�
tions of molecular dynamics �MD�� for example of the whole folding process
are too demanding in terms of computer power� Equations of motion can
only be integrated over a time span of nanoseconds� Monte Carlo �MC� or
other search methods can not sample all free energy minima �hidden� in the
landscape� Less detailed models that are more tractable give poor predic�
tions�

A trade�o	 must be made between the resolution of the model and the
amount of the energy landscape that can be explored� The more detailed
the model is� the smaller a fraction of the landscape that can be sampled�
The atomic resolution models are most detailed� but only �uctuations on a
short timescale can be studied� The most simpli�ed are the abstract models
that can be treated analytically� for example the !��D" models described in
section ���� Other theoretical models try to relate protein folding to Ran�
dom HeteroPolymers �RHP� and spin glasses ����� Since biopolymers have
non�random sequences that have been shaped by evolution� these models
must also explain the di	erence between the �dead� RHP�s and the �living�
biopolymers� cf� �the principle of minimal frustration� ���� or �designabil�
ity� ����� Typical theoretic approaches include simplifying assumptions such
as� averaging� random sequences� mean �eld theory� simple Hamiltonians�
time t��� L �� �thermodynamic limit�� ignoring excluded volume� re�
duced degrees of freedom� phenomenological pathways ����� continuous �elds
and gaussians� In between the analytical models and the atomic simula�
tions are lattice models� for example the Hydrophobic�Polar �HP� model �����
Here the whole landscape can be explored� but only for short sequences� for
example ���mers in �D ����� because the problem grows exponentially with
length�

Most of the simpli�ed models are toy models� They do not aim at quanti�
tative predictions of experiments� Instead they seek a global understanding
of the general principles of biopolymer folding� for example the kinetics of
the folding process� characterizing foldable sequences� geometry of native
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folds ���� ���� the physics of transitions and cooperativity and the types of
folding scenarios� But more realistic models are needed to make decisive
conclusions�

These dilemmas are common in many areas of physical modeling� but
RNA secondary structure is an exception�

��� RNA History

As in the �eld of protein folding� a variety of methods have been used in the
attempt to predict RNA secondary structure� di	erent exhaustive� combi�
natorial or heuristic search algorithms� atomic�scale MD simulations� kinetic
MC algorithms� homology�based predictions from sequence alignments� etc�

Most RNA secondary structure prediction schemes seek to �nd the sec�
ondary structure that has minimum free energy �MFE� given the sequence�
The problem has two interdependent aspects� �rst� a realistic model that
predicts the free energy to su
cient accuracy� and second� an optimization
algorithm that �nds the minimumaccording to the model� These two aspects
will be described in the next two sections about experimental energies and
dynamic programming�

����� Calorimetry in the ����s���s

The simplest RNA model Hamiltonians assign the energy �� to each canoni�
cal base�pair in a secondary structure ����� So the ground state is a maximal
set of AU�s� GC�s and GU�s� In a more advanced Hamiltonian each base�pair
contributes an energy that depends on the two monomer types� A pair�
wise interaction like this is customary in many lattice models of proteins�
The Hamiltonian then needs �� $ �� model parameters �or fewer in case
of symmetries�� But such two�body Hamiltonians can not take the stacking
interactions between neighboring base�pairs into account�

In the standard model� a secondary structure is decomposed into its loops�
including stacked pairs� and other parts� see Fig� ���� and there is an energy
term for each part ����� The energy of a loop depends on loop size and type
�hairpin� bulge� internal� stacked pair or multi�branched�� its sequence� the
lengths and positions of unpaired chain segments� closing pairs etc� ����� It
is a nearest neighbor model with stabilities depending only on neighboring
bases and base�pairs� Most stabilizing are the stacking energies� which are
the energy contributions from stacked pairs� These take into account both
hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions� In addition to an energy term
�or enthalpy� for each loop� there is also an entropy term� The two terms
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are combined to give the free energy contribution at a given temperature�
and the free energy of the whole secondary structure is the sum over all
contributions�

Since the contribution of a loop depends on so many loop characteristics�
we need huge look�up tables of enthalpies and entropies� For example� for
a stacked pair� which has four monomers� there are �� $ ��� possible com�
binations of bases� Such tables of parameters have been compiled over the
years� The parameters are estimated from thermodynamic experiments� sta�
bilities and melting energies are measured in oligonucleotides �small RNA�s�
using calorimetry and optical spectroscopy� Stacking energies are of the order
��� kcal%mol� Single hydrogen bonds are a few kcal%mol� Remarkably� the
information obtained for such small model systems can be used in predicting
the thermodynamics of large RNA�s� the additivity assumption works rea�
sonably well� The RNA model is thus directly tied to experiments�a virtue
often missing in the protein toy models�

Parameters of stacking energies and loop entropies were �rst published
in the ���s by Borer� Crothers� Salser� Tinoco� Uhlenbeck and others� after
experiments at �� �C and � M salt �see references in ���� ����� In the mid
���s� after improved methods for synthesis of RNA� the parameters were
revised and extended based on experiments at �� �C� ���� or see references
to Freier� Sugimoto� Turner in �������� The parameters and the rules for
decomposing the free energy have become known as the Turner rules or
the Turner compilation� They are derived from limited experimental data�
The model is largely data�driven� but estimates have also been based on
theoretical considerations� for example using Jacobson�Stockmayer theory
�random �ights� for bigger loops ���� ��� ���� The Turner rules are under
continuous development� and the standard model is updated by the latest
versions of the rules ����������

����� Dynamic Programming in the ����s

The Turner rules prove their worth in the MFE methods for secondary struc�
ture prediction� The most important algorithms are the dynamic program�

ming algorithms� which is just another word for solving recursion equations
by numerical iteration�

Several dynamic programming algorithms were proposed from the late
���s and into the ���s by Waterman ����� Mainville� Nussinov et al�� Zuker
and Stiegler ���� and others� for a review see ����� These clever algorithms for
secondary structure folding built upon already known algorithms for a related
problem� namely� sequence alignment of protein� DNA and RNA sequences�
As early as ����� Needleman and Wunsch ���� was applying the dynamic
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programming method in this bioinformatics context�
The secondary structure algorithms were used for two purposes� enumer�

ation of secondary structures and free energy minimization� Enumeration is
reviewed in ������� and some results will be cited in the next chapter�
The drawback of dynamic programming is that pseudoknots must be

ignored� But the consequence is that the algorithms can be computed in
polynomial time � L�� Very long sequences can therefore be folded�up to
thousands of bases� This should be compared with the short chain situation
in lattice modeling of polymers� Dynamic programming works so well� not
because the pseudoknot constraint reduces the number of chain conforma�
tions very much� but because the problem can be broken down for recursion�
What is the accuracy of MFE prediction# Evaluations ���� ��� ��� have

been made of how well the biological structures� established from homology�
based sequence comparisons� are predicted by the standard model� For short
sequences� such as tRNA�s with L � �� bases� an average of �� & of the
helical structures are correctly predicted� For long sequences� such as the
���� bases in SSU rRNA or the ���� bases in LSU rRNA� around �� & of
the helical structures are correctly predicted� The prediction of MFE is of
course not perfect� But also� the MFE structure may not be the biologically
native structure at all� Kinetic folding �or dynamics� may be more relevant
than thermodynamic folding� Studies ���� have suggested that kinetics be�
comes important for sequences longer than ��� bases� For long sequences
the structure consists of domains that are locally optimal� but the global
structure is not optimal� The domain size is of the order � ��� bases� But
at least thermodynamics is a major factor in folding of long RNA�s�

����� Partition Functions and Evolution in the ����s

Usually in physics one can never give exact expressions for partition func�
tions� except for the simplest cases� However� for RNA secondary structure
it is possible' But for a long time the focus was on the single MFE structure�
without much appreciation for broader ensembles of structures�
Dynamic programming was �rst applied for the calculation of the par�

tition function by McCaskill in ���� ����� It is a time � L� algorithm like
the MFE algorithms� With partition functions� it became possible to study
equilibrium ensembles of structures� near�native� alternative and intermedi�
ate structures� and the unfolding transitions between them as a function of
temperature� Experimental melting curves and contact probabilities �the
!box matrix"� could also be predicted�
Later� in ���� the partition function of Chen � Dill ��� shook the ad�

ditivity assumption of the standard model by treating the excluded volume
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interaction between loops� Their theory also needs fewer model parameters
than the standard model� entropy is treated in a manner that is more ab
initio and less data�driven than in the standard model� They compute the
density of states function �see the next chapter� in time � L�� Their algo�
rithms thus have stronger computational limitations on chain length than
the standard model� but should give better predictions�
McCaskill�s work did not remove the heavy emphasis on single unique

structures� A lot of workers have since applied the standard model�s pre�
dictions of the MFE structure as a tool for studying evolution� The work
has been centered around a group in Vienna� Huynen� Schuster� Fontana�
Stadler and others� They have studied the global properties of the mapping
from sequence to MFE structure� for example� the neutral networks for equal
folds that �percolate� sequence space ��� ���� Global properties of both fold�
ing and evolution should of course not be studied isolated from each other�
neither in RNA nor in proteins ����� Several kinds of RNA evolution can be
distinguished� prebiotic evolution� in vitro molecular evolution� viruses and
RNA�s in cells� RNA can also be used as an abstract model for studying
evolutionary principles�

��� Mapping to Related Problems in Statis�

tical Physics

Surprisingly� the problems of �nding the MFE� calculating RNA partition
functions and doing sequence alignment�solvablewith dynamic programming�
are closely related to a range of seemingly di�erent problems in statistical
physics ����� Sequence alignment can be represented abstractly by a directed
polymer in � � dimensions� The ! �" refers to the spatial dimension in
which the polymer is directed� Directed polymers are central in statistical
physics theories of diverse phenomena such as� �ow in porous media� mag�
netic �ux vortex lines in superconductors and their pinning by impurities�
interface growth �for example by deposition of atoms�� turbulence� and the
�ow of highway tra
c �jams�� Three nonequilibrium models are standard
in this �eld� the KPZ equation �Kardar� Parisi � Zhang� for interfaces� the
Burgers equation for turbulence� and the ASEP model �ASymmetric Exclu�
sion Process� for the �ow of particles in �D� The mapping of di	erent models
to one another has yielded an exchange of insights and understanding� The
RNA model can both contribute to that and gain from it�
Besides those mappings of problems� it is worth mentioning RNA sec�

ondary structure models� relation to spin glass models� The SK spin glass
model is often taken as a prototype of complex disordered systems� and hence
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it is interesting to know if RNA secondary structure is �complex� in this sense�
It is known that RNA energy landscapes are rugged with many alternative
minima separated by large barriers� But it has been shown ���� that RNA�s
with random sequences are spin glass�like in a much stronger sense� the
mean barrier height between ground states� averaged over sequence� scales
with length approximately as L���� Furthermore� the ground states are hi�
erarchically clustered� The �distance� between ground states� measured by
the energy barriers� is exactly ultrametric� The distance measured� as the
number of di	erently paired bases� is approximately ultrametric� and is cor�
related with the barrier ultrametricity� Ergodicity will be broken in such
�large� systems� which suggests that our thermodynamic approach ideally
should be replaced by a kinetic approach to RNA folding� But not all RNA�s
are large�

So RNA�s are complex�in contrast to the misconception that helix�coil
transitions is all there is to say about the physics of nucleic acids�
RNA secondary structure and the � � directed polymer have in common

that they are disordered systems that can be solved analytically for large
system size� This is a rare combination of properties that makes these models
precious and interesting in a wider context� The general results obtained from
this �eld are extended far beyond the domain of these models� since they are
mostly unavailable elsewhere�

��� Summary of Virtues

The advantages of the RNA secondary structure model� as compared with
for example the modeling of proteins� are the following properties and their
combination�

� The whole landscape is explored� Exact partition functions can be cal�
culated and no sparse sampling is required� All possible conformations
are included in the analysis�

� The model is ab initio and keeps full microscopic detail without severe
simplifying assumptions �except for the exclusion of pseudoknots��

� The model is solvable�

� It is a realistic physical model� meaning that it predicts direct experi�
mental quantities� but can also explore principles of folding�

� Calculations can be done for long polymer lengths�
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� Although the model is microscopically simpler than proteins� its macro�
scopic behaviors are comparably complex� both in terms of spin glass
landscapes� and as this thesis tries to show� in terms of folding scenar�
ios�

� Excluded volume is treated more rigorously than in the standard model�

This and the previous chapter have been covering mostly literature and
textbook material� The remaining three chapters will cover my own and my
collaborators� work�
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Chapter �

The Theory

In this chapter I describe our model� but my derivation will follow another
route than the original papers ������ The details here will actually be dif�
ferent� with the hope that two di	erent versions will supplement each other
and give a better understanding of the principles rather than obscure them�

��� Concepts

We picture the polymer as a chain of beads� Its degrees of freedom are the
links in the chain� i�e� the angles that monomers form with their two chain
neighbors� We do not represent sub�monomer degrees of freedom besides the
monomer type� A� U� G� C�
Our theory or approach consists of two models� The �rst one is a rep�

resentation of secondary structure using polymer graphs� see below� and the
second one is an extension of the �rst model which treats excluded volume�
The �rst model does not specify which kind of space the chain is embedded
in� whether it is continuous or discrete �lattice�� or what dimension it has�
All detail that the �rst model does not !synthesize" itself� are imported to
the model� Some of this import is given by the second model� which is based
on a �D square lattice�
The chain is self�avoiding �excluded volume�� But only the second model

gives a de�nition of what !self�avoiding" and !contact" mean in terms of
spatial chain conformations�

����� Polymer Graphs

A polymer graph is a graph�theoretic representation of which monomers are in
spatial contact with each other in a given chain conformation� see Fig� ���� A
contact occurs when two monomers are neighbors in space� but not neighbors
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Figure ���� Polymer graph representation of contacts in a chain conformation�
A face with loop size � is shaded� Three relationships between contacts are
illustrated�

along the chain� Neighbors in the chain are covalently bonded and therefore
always neighbors in space� The nodes or vertices of the polymer graph rep�
resent monomers� and they are drawn on a horizontal line representing the
chain� There are two kinds of edges of the graph� curved links and straight

lines� Straight lines between adjacent nodes represent covalent bonds be�
tween monomers adjacent in the chain� Curved links represent contacts� and
they are drawn as arcs in the upper half�plane of the diagram�

Polymer graphs were used as a tool for analysing protein lattice models
by Dill and co�workers ���� ���� A polymer graph is just a set of contacts�
so they can also represent RNA secondary structures� But not all polymer
graphs correspond to a secondary structure� In section ��� we de�ned a
secondary structure to be a set of base�pairs �contacts� in which no two
base�pairs are !linked"� The three relationships� linked� nested and unrelated�
that we de�ned between two base�pairs� translate to relationships between
the curved links in a polymer graph� as Fig� ��� shows� So in a polymer
graph formulation� a secondary structure is a polymer graph in which no two
curved links cross each other� This is one of the virtues of the polymer graph
representation� by a quick glance it can be decided whether it is a secondary
structure or a pseudoknot� Polymer graphs are also suited for systematic
calculations� as we will see in this chapter�

We de�ne a face to be a region bounded by curved and straight edges
without other edges in its interior ���� Fig� ��� shows an example as a shaded
area� and it shows that a face corresponds to a loop �in the general meaning�
including stacked pairs� that we de�ned in Fig� ����� We de�ne the loop size

l to be the number of monomers along the bounding edges of the face� If
the face is bounded by x curved links and y straight lines then l $ x  y�
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Note that �size� of loops is sometimes de�ned di	erently� in the standard
literature ����� for example� a face is called a k�loop or a k�cycle� where
k $ x � �� and the number u of unpaired bases in the k�loop is used as a
measure of size� For hairpin loops u $ l � ��
A curved link from monomers i to j� denoted �i� j�� means that all curved

links on chain segment �i� j� must stay inside the �i� j��arc� since they can not
cross it� Chain segment �i� j� and its contacts� therefore� constitute a polymer
graph in itself� which we call a subgraph�

����� De	nition of �� and ��Secondary Structure

Mathematical de�nitions of secondary structure exist with many variations
in the literature ����� For the purpose of this chapter we de�ne two types of
secondary structure called ��secondary structure and ��secondary structure�
Both are secondary structures as de�ned in the previous chapter� but with
additional constraints� in a ��secondary structure a monomer is never linked
to more than one other monomer� i�e� it belongs to either � or � base�pairs�
in a ��secondary structure a monomer can also be linked to two di	erent
monomers� i�e� it belongs to either ��� or � base�pairs� The classical def�
inition of secondary structure is equivalent to ��secondary structure� But
RNA�s are locally very �exible polymers �see section ����� and multi�base
hydrogen bonding� such as base�triples� can occur ����� However� I have not
encountered the de�nition of ��secondary structure in the literature before�

Our de�nition of ��secondary structure could be further elaborated to be
more realistic� but we choose a broad and simple de�nition for illustration
in this chapter� At some point we will be talking about the �D square
lattice model� in which ��secondary structures make a lot of sense� where
the coordination number is �� Here two neighbor sites are occupied by the
neighbors in the chain� which leaves space for two chain self�contacts� The
two end monomers can actually have three contacts in the lattice� but we
ignore that�

��� Counting All Secondary Structures

Let us solve the following basic combinatorial problem� what is the total
number� G�L�� of ��secondary structures that can be formed on a chain of
length L# This problem is a �rst step on the way to entropies� and it will
lead us straight to the !backbone" of the theory� namely recursion�

First we split the problem into two cases� Either one curved link �contact�
is present on the rightmost monomer L � �� or there are zero curved links�
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So�
G�L� $ J��L�  J��L� � �����

where Jn�L� is the number of ��secondary structures on a chain of length L
for which n base�pairs �either � or �� contain monomer L � �� If no curved
links connect to L � �� then all base�pairs must be formed on the shorter
chain segment ��� L � ��� and they are in no way hindered by the presence
of the extra monomer L � �� so J��L� $ G�L � ��� If there is one curved
link on the rightmost monomer� then it must connect to monomer j� where
� � j � L� � because � is the smallest size for hairpin loops� The link will
split the chain into two pieces� see Fig� ���� and other curved links will be

= +
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Figure ���� G�L� is expressed by G�s of shorter chain segments �recursion��
Shaded regions symbolize G of that chain segment� This is a diagrammatic
way of writing Eq� ����

joining monomers inside either one or the other piece� but not between the
pieces� since we can not form cross�links� So the problem is divided in two�
namely counting ��secondary structures on the two chain segments ��� j � ��
and �j �� L��� separately� The lengths of these segments are j and L�j���
so

J��L� $
L��X
j��

G�j�G�L � j � �� � �����

where again the ��secondary structures on the segments are not limited by
the rest of the chain� When we talk about secondary structures !on" a chain
segment� we can think of that segment as being in isolation� There is no
sequence dependence of a secondary structure �only of its energy�� therefore
we can think of homopolymers when counting secondary structures�
As a result� we get a recursion relation for G�L��

G�L� $ G�L � ��  
L��X
j��

G�j�G�L � j � �� � �����

This relation was �rst derived in ����� Figure ��� shows a diagrammatic rep�
resentation of this equation� No base�pairs can be formed on chains shorter
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L G�L� L G�L� L G�L� L G�L�
� � �� ��� �� ������ �� ���������
� � �� ���� �� ������ �� ���������
� � �� ���� �� ������� �� ���������
� �� �� ���� �� ������� �� ����������
� �� �� ����� �� ������� �� �������e ��
�� �� �� ����� �� �������� �� ������e ��
�� ��� �� ����� �� �������� �� �������e ��
�� ��� �� ������ �� �������� �� �������e ��

Table ���� The number of ��secondary structures �at most one contact for
each monomer� for L�mers�

than �� so G�L� $ � for L � �� Equation ��� can be iterated� for example�
with this little nawk script�

BEGIN� G������ G������ G������ G�
���� G������

for�L�� L��
��� L����

G�L��G�L����

for�j��� j��L�� j����

G�L���G�j��G�L�j����

�

print �L � � G�L���

�

� �

and the result is shown in Table ���� A crude �t to an exponential� G�L� �
����L��� shows that with each new monomer� the number of ��secondary
structures is �more than� doubled� For a ����mer� we get G�L� � ������
Recursion relations can deal with this combinatorial abundance of secondary
structures without missing a single one' But solving them requires memory�
Here we need to store the L values G���� � � � � G�L � �� to compute G�L��
In section ������ I mentioned the enumeration e	orts that was done since

the advent of dynamic programmingmethods� It has been found thatG�L� �
L���������L for this problem� see �������� And with an additional constraint�
namely disallowing isolated base�pairs� the number is reduced to G�L� �
L���������L�

����� Counting ��Secondary Structures

Now we do an enumeration following the outline of the previous section and
adopt the same notation� but this time for ��secondary structure instead of
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��secondary structure�
Let G�L� be the number of ��secondary structures on a length L polymer�

and let Jn�L� be the number of ��secondary structures on a length L polymer�
given that the rightmost monomer has n curved links� For a ��secondary
structure n $ �� � or �� therefore

G�L� $ J��L�  J��L�  J��L� � �����

As before� we have J��L� $ G�L � �� for zero curved links on the rightmost
monomer�
If there is one curved link� then it forms the base�pair �j� L � ��� where

� � j � L � �� The chain is split in two� and the lengths of segments
��� j � �� and �j  �� L � �� are j and i $ L � j � � respectively� We must
consider three cases for monomer j� �� it has a second link which goes to
the j part� �� it has a second link which goes to the i part or �� it has no
other link� These cases give three terms in an equation for J��L�� as shown
diagrammatically in Fig� ���a� The equation is analogous to Eq� ���� But for
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Figure ���� Diagrammatic representation of the recursion relations for J��L��
J��L� and J���L��

the �rst term� instead of G�j�� we consider chain segment ��� j� with one link
on the rightmost monomer j� so we have J��j  ��� And for the second term
we get a J��i �� for segment �j� L� ��� although it is the leftmost monomer
that has one link� because right and left are symmetric� The third term is as
in Eq� ����

J��L� $
L��X
j��

fJ��j  ��G�i�  G�j�J��i ��  G�j�G�i�g � �����
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Table ���� The number of ��secondary structures �at most two contacts for
each monomer� for L�mers�

If there are two curved links on the rightmost monomer� then we will
consider the outermost link as being �xed to form the base�pair �j� L � ���
where � � j � L��� The innermost link will then go to the i�part� We have
the same three cases for monomer j� as Fig� ���b shows� We get

J��L� $
L��X
j��

fJ��j  ��J��i ��  G�j�J���i ��  G�j�J��i ��g � �����

Note that we need a new quantity� J���i  ��� for segment �j� L � ��� It is
the number of ��secondary structures given that both the leftmost and the
rightmost monomers have one link to the inside and these links must be
di	erent� Note also that J� and J�� are zero if j and i are such that there is
not enough space for the links�
Figure ���c shows a recursion relation for J���L�� we let the rightmost

link form base�pair �j� L� ��� where � � j � L� �� If there is a second link
on j� it goes to �� the j�part or �� the i�part� while the leftmost link goes to
the j�part� If there is not a second link on j� then the leftmost link goes to
either �� the j�part or �� to monomer j� We get �for L � ��

J���L� $
L��X
j��

fJ���j  ��G�i�  J��j�J��i ��  J��j�G�i�  G�j � ��G�i�g �

�����
The last term always gives a contribution� so the sum limits should be right�
We can iterate the solution with a nawk script similar to the one in the

previous section� But now for each L� we also have to compute and store the
two quantities J��L� and J���L�� in addition to G�L�� The result is shown in
Table ���� A rough �t to an exponential� G�L� � ����L�� shows that� with
each new monomer� the number of ��secondary structures is �more than�
tripled� For a ����mer� we get G�L� � ���	�
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��� Size of Phase Space

The phase space in our model is the set of spatial conformations of the chain
where no tertiary contacts are formed� The next step in our derivations is
to calculate the size of the phase space� i�e� the total number of such chain
conformations� We will base the calculation on our recursive apparatus de�
veloped so far and use its ability to include all possible secondary structures�
We have been calculating the number of secondary structures only� which

is much smaller than the size of the phase space� because for a given secondary
structure� there are a number of di	erent conformations of the molecule� The
more contacts the secondary structure has� the more will its conformational
freedom in general be restricted� because the chain is �� not allowed to break
those contacts� �� not allowed to intersect itself �excluded volume� and ��
not allowed to make other contacts with itself�
So how do we change our equations to calculate the number of chain

conformations# Basically� we simply replace the meaning !number of sec�
ondary structures" with !number of chain conformations of those secondary
structures" in all our quantities� We will abbreviate !the number of chain
conformations" as � conf�

����� ��Secondary Structure� The Independent Faces

Model

We take the simpler case of ��secondary structure before we go to ��secondary
structure in the next section� We de�ne

� G�L� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain ��� L� ���

� Jn�L� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain ��� L � �� in
which n base�pairs �� or �� contain the rightmost monomer L� ��

This logically leads to the same basic relation as before�

G�L� $
X
n

Jn�L� � �����

The recursion relations for J� and J� in section ��� were based on a factor�
ization because the chain could be split in two independent parts� We do the
same split again� which is illustrated in Fig� ���� For J� the two parts are
the chain segment ��� L � �� and the monomer L � �� For J� the two parts
are the chain segments ��� j� and �j� L � ��� In both cases we will introduce
a factor �� to take into account that the two parts are connected through a
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monomer that acts as a hinge� and therefore has some conformational free�
dom� The idea of this factor is that� for a self�avoiding chain of length L
that does not form any intrachain contacts� the � conf� � �L��� where L��
is the number of �hinges�� On a lattice� the factor � is smaller than the co�
ordination number� because of excluded volume and �excluded contacts�� cf�
Appendix A�
For J� we then get

J��L� $ �G�L � �� for L � � � �����

Note that the factorizations for J� and J� now mean that we are no
longer doing an enumeration�we are doing an approximation because the
two parts are not independent� There are no interactions between them in
terms of base�pairs and stacking energies� but there are steric interactions
between them� which reduce the � conf� Such an approximation �ignoring
those steric interactions� is inevitable in a recursion approach�
For J� we should have an expression like Eq� ��� with an extra factor of

� for the hinge freedom� However� we have to distinguish between the G�s
for the two chain segments� the righthand side segment has the constraint
that its �ends should meet�� i�e� monomers j and L� � must form a contact�
This constraint limits the � conf�� while the lefthand side segment does not
have such a constraint to reduce its conformational freedom� We have to
introduce a new quantity H for the � conf� of a looped �closed� segment�

� H�b� c� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment �b� c�
in which base�pair �b� c� is present�

With this de�nition� we are anticipating the sequence dependence of energy
that we must consider later� and have therefore a function of two variables�
b and c� instead of just one variable L� Note that� given base�pair �b� c�� the
rest of the base�pairing of the segment must take place on �b �� c� ��� Note
also that H $ � for segments shorter than �� We also de�ne the shorthand
notation H�L� $ H��� L � ��� Using H� we can now write the following
recursion relation for J�

J��L� $ H�L�  
L��X
j��

J���� j��H�j� L� �� for L � � � ������

where we have taken j $ � out of the
P
since it has no � factor�

What remains is to compute our new quantity H� Unfortunately� we
can not write a useful recursion relation for H�b� c� because of the �global
constraint� of base�pair �b� c�� We have to go from this level of formal manip�
ulations and dig deeper into the polymer physics� We have to think about
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loops and subloops and express H by some other new quantity which is
amenable to recursion�

For a given secondary structure in which base�pair �b� c� is present� the
chain segment �b� c� will be forming a tree of loops or faces� The outermost
face of subgraph �b� c� will be connected to a number of internal subgraphs�
see Fig� ���a� and these subgraphs can have smaller subgraphs inside� etc�
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Figure ���� a� Subgraph �b� c� with an outermost face �shaded� with loop size
l and three subgraphs inside� The Hj �s refer to Eq� ����� b� Diagram of
Eq� ����� the recursion relation for Kl�b� c�� Shaded segments indicate a K of
that segment� The loop size index of the K�s are written� Base�pair �b� c� is
not �yet� part of the structures that go into this equation�

This forms a branching tree of faces �see section �����

In the Independent Faces Model �IFM� ��� we assume that the conforma�
tions of these loops �or faces� are independent of each other� i�e� that there
are no excluded volume interactions between monomers of di	erent faces�
This means that for a given secondary structure� the � conf� of segment
�b� c� is a product of the numbers of conformations of its faces �loops��

� conf� $
Y

faces�SS
S�l� � ������

All we have to do is �nd S�l�� the � conf� of an �isolated� loop� as a function
of its loop size l� which can not intersect itself and which does not form
any contacts with itself� This problem is related to a SAW returning to the
origin �Appendix A�� with the di	erence that our chain must also be contact�
avoiding� So in the Independent Faces Model there are steric interactions only
within loops�not between loops� We will use the IFM for illustration here�
but later introduce a more realistic assumption concerning excluded volume�
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With the IFM we can do some calculations in sloppy notation� Firstly�

H�b� c� $
X
SS

Y
f�SS

S�lf� � ������

where f means face� and the sum is over secondary structures on �b� c� in
which �b� c� is present� The outermost face �under link �b� c�� can have loop
sizes between � and c � b  �� A given loop size de�nes how much �space�
available there is for subgraphs� Using this idea�

H�b� c� $
c�b
�X
l��

X
fig�l

S�l�
Y
i

Hi � ������

where fig 	 l means summing over all partitions of �b  �� c � �� into seg�
ments of subgraphs �indexed by i� and regions of monomers belonging to an
outermost face of loop size l� as in Fig� ���a� The equation looks like a re�
cursion relation� but the summation symbol hides an unsolved combinatorial
problem� Introducing a new quantity�

Kl�b� c� $
X
fig�l

Y
i

Hi � ������

gives

c� b � �� H�b� c� $
c�b
�X
l��

S�l�Kl�b� c� � ������

This last equation is an easily computable expression for H�
K is of course introduced in a sloppy way� but the idea is to count all

conformational freedom residing in subgraphs� not the outermost face� given
an outermost loop size l� In other words� K counts only the �stu
ng� of
segment �b� c�� which is independent of the presence of a link �b� c�� Our
purpose is precisely to evade that link in order to be able to do recursion� K
is actually amenable to recursion as Fig� ���b shows� either there is no link
on monomer c � �� or there is a link �k� c � �� for b  � � k � c � �� This
de�nes the terms of the recursion relation�

Kl�b� c� $ Kl���b� c� ��  
c��X

k�b
�

Kl���b� k�H�k� c� �� � ������

for c � b � � and � � l � c� b �� See how splitting the chain reduces the
l�index on the K�s of the shorter segments� The l�index is reduced by � by
�c��� c� and by another � by link �k� c���� The outermost loop size must be
l in all cases in Fig� ���b� The recursion relation is also the only non�sloppy
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expression available of K� With it� we are �nally done with the calculation�
For initialization we only need K��b� b �� $ � and K��b� b �� $ � and all
other K $ � �with l � � and c� b � ���
Of course� since the � conf� does not depend on sequence� we can consider

each monomer a �black bead�� and we have a translational invarianceH�b� c� $
H�b  �� c  �� as in a homopolymer� hence we only need to compute� for
example� H��� c� and Kl��� c��
The set of equations ���� ���� ����� ���� and ���� is the solution� and is

what we need to implement in a computer program�
The equations can also be modi�ed� so instead of computing the � conf��

we compute the number of ��secondary structures� we set � $ � and S�l� $ �
for all l in the equations� corresponding to no hinge movements and no confor�
mational freedom in loops� Then there will be only one conformation for each
secondary structure� so what we are counting is the number of ��secondary
structures� In this way� we get the exact same numbers as in Table ���� This
means that our approximations with the IFM and the factorizations do not
a	ect the exact counting over all ��secondary structures�

����� 
 conformations for ��Secondary Structure

In this section we will calculate the number of chain conformations for ��
secondary structure� under the assumption of the Independent Faces Model�
We will arrive at some equations that are very close to the �nal statistical
mechanical theory�
But it would be tedious to go through all combinatorial cases� because

each monomer can have up to two links instead of one� That is why we have
chosen to do the calculation for ��secondary structure �rst� to illustrate the
general scheme� We will omit some derivations� for example� when introduc�
ing the � factor� the S�l�� the H�s and K�s� which would just be a repetition
of previous sections�
We will base the calculation on the recursive apparatus derived for the

number of ��secondary structures in section ������ First we rede�ne

� G�L� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain ��� L� ���

� Jn�L� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain ��� L � �� in
which n base�pairs ��� � or �� contain the rightmost monomer L� ��

� Hxy�b� c� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment �b� c�
in which �� base�pair �b� c� is present� �� monomer b belongs to x other
base�pairs� and �� monomer c belongs to y other base�pairs� The indices
x and y can be either � or ��
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Again� this leads to the basic relation Eq� ��� for G�L�� but this time we sum
over �� �� � instead of �� �� The di	erence from ��secondary structure is the
new index on Hxy� see Fig� ���� describing the end monomers b and c� xy

H =00 H =01 H =10 H =11
b c b c b c b c

Figure ���� Diagrams for the four di	erent Hxy�s�

describes how many links� in addition to base�pair �b� c�� there are from b or
c to the inside �i�e� to segment �b� c��� Hxy is calculated by summing over
K�s� as in Eq� ����� So we need di	erent K�s for the four possibilities of xy�
Besides that� K�s are de�ned as in the previous section� and we have

c� b � �� Hxy�b� c� $
c�b
�X
l��

S�l�Kxy
l �b� c� � ������

Here the sum over l goes from a smallest loop size of � instead of � because
for ��secondary structures we get l $ �� for example� when monomer i is
linked to both monomers j and j  ��

J�� J� and J� are given by recursion relations similar to Eq�s ��� and ����
We do the same split into cases as in Fig� ���a and b� but we will use Hxy�s
for the segments closed by link �j� L� ��� We also have to include the hinge
factor � for monomer j� except for j $ ��

J��L� $ �G�L � �� for L � � � ������

For L � � the chain is long enough for links to exist with the rightmost
monomer�

J��L� $ H����� L� ��  H����� L� ��

 
L��X
j��

fJ���� j��H���j� L� ��  J���� j��H���j� L� ��

 J���� j��H���j� L� ��g � ������

and

J��L� $ H����� L� ��  H����� L� ��

 
L��X
j��

fJ���� j��H���j� L� ��  J���� j��H���j� L� ��

 J���� j��H���j� L� ��g � ������
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The K�s in the case of ��secondary structure could be calculated using
Eq� ����� Now we need four recursion equations for K��

l � K
��
l � K

��
l and K��

l �
They are diagrammatically given in Fig� ���� Figure ���a shows Eq� ���� for

a)

b)

c)

b�����c−1 b
�����c−1 b j

��� c−1 b j
��� c−1 b j

��� c−1

+ + + +

b j���� c b j���� c b j���� c

+ +

d)

l−1 l−1 l−2 l−2 l−2

l−1 l−1 l−1

K [b,c] =
l

00

b c−1 b c−1

b j��� c−1 b j��� c−1 b j��� c−1 b j c−1

b
�����

c−1b
�����

c−1

+ + +

+ + + +

l−1 l−1

l=3 l=3

l−2 l−2 l−2
l=4

K [b,c] =
l

10

K [b,c] =
l

01

K [b,c] =
l

11

b j���� c b j��� c b j��� c b j c

+ + +l−1 l−1 l−1
l=3

Figure ���� Diagrammatic representation of the recursion relations for a�
K��

l � b� K
��
l � c� K

��
l and d� K��

l � Shaded segments indicate a K of that
segment with the loop index written above it�

K��
l � consider monomer c � �� There are tree cases� either it has �� � or �

links� If it has two links� the longest reaching link will connect to monomer
j� Monomer j then can have either no other links or another link to the left
side or the right side�

K��
l �b� c� $ K��

l���b� c� ��  K��
l���b� c� ��

 
c��X

j�b
�

fK��
l���b� j�H���j� c� ��  K��

l���b� j�H���j� c� ��

 K��
l���b� j�H���j� c� ��g � ������

Figure ���b shows Eq� ���� for K��
l � the �inside� link �i�e� not �b� c�� connects

monomer c to monomer j� Monomer j then can have either no other links
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or another link to the left side or the right side�

K��
l �b� c� $

c��X
j�b
�

fK��
l���b� j�H���j� c�  K��

l���b� j�H���j� c�

 K��
l���b� j�H���j� c�g � ������

Figure ���c shows Eq� ���� for K��
l � consider monomer c� �� There are tree

cases� either it has �� � or � links� If c � � has one link� then either it will
connect to b or to a monomer between b and c � �� In the �rst case we
need an H���b� c � ��� and in the second case we need a K���b� c � ��� This
is because a K�� does not allow its two inside links to be the same� the two
endpoints will be connected by a third link when computing H��� If c � �
has two links� consider the longest reaching link� It will either connect to b
or to j� Monomer j then can have either no other link� a link to the left or
a link to the right� If it has a link to the left� then that will either connect
to b or to a monomer between b and j� In the �rst case we need an H���b� j��
and in the second case we need a K���b� j�� For the terms that do not have
a K we put a kronecker delta to get the loop size index right�

K��
l �b� c� $ K��

l���b� c� ��  K��
l���b� c� ��  	��lH���b� c� ��  	��lH���b� c� ��

 
c��X

j�b
�

fK��
l���b� j�H���j� c� ��  K��

l���b� j�H���j� c� ��

 K��
l���b� j�H���j� c� ��  	��lH���b� j�H���j� c� ��g � ������

Figure ���d shows Eq� ���� forK��
l � the �inside� link connects c to j� Monomer

j then can have either no other links� another link to the left side or one to
the right side� But if it has one to the left side� then we need an extra term
with an H���b� j� instead of a K���b� j� in case it connects to b�

K��
l �b� c� $

c��X
j�b
�

fK��
l���b� j�H���j� c�  K��

l���b� j�H���j� c�

 K��
l���b� j�H���j� c�  	��lH���b� j�H���j� c� � ������

Equations ���� to ���� holds for c � b � � and � � l � c � b  �� For
initialization we need to set K��

� �b� b  �� $ � and K��
� �b� b �� $ � and all

other Kxy $ � �with l � � and c� b � ���
Equations ��� and ���� to ���� make up the solution� Equation ����

looks clumsy� especially since we could have written a simpler expression�
namely one analogous to Eq� ����� by simply making a left�right mirror image
of the diagram in Fig� ���b� But the four expressions we have obtained
have an important common property� all K�s involved have b as the left
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endpoint of their segments� This means that we can save memory space
when implementing the recursion relations� we will only need to store K�s
for one b value� We will return to this point about programming later�
By setting � $ � and S�l� $ � for all l in the equations� we count the

exact number of ��secondary structures�
We have been using the same hinge factor � in di	erent situations �dif�

ferent places in our equations�� but as a re�nement of this approximation�
we could� of course� have used di	erent factors ��� ��� ��� � � ��

��� Excluded Volume

We have been working with the assumption that for each secondary structure
the molecule could be split into independent parts� These parts were the
loops �faces� and the �hinges� �single�stranded regions connecting unrelated
looped regions�� and we assumed that there were no interactions between
them� This meant that we could factorize the � conf� Let us take a closer
look at this factorization�
Abstractly described� suppose we have n independent parts of a secondary

structure� They are indexed with j 	 f�� � � � � ng� The � conf� of part j is
Sj � The � conf� of the whole secondary structure is then

( $
nY

j��

Sj � ������

An assumption of independent parts of a system is very useful� The
energy is then additive� E $

P
Ej � and as a consequence� the partition

function factorizes

Z $
nY

j��

Zj � ������

In fact� we have been computing partition functions�namely for homopoly�
mers� for which the partition function is equal to the total number of confor�
mations� The RNA sequence AAA� � �A� for example� has the same energy
E $ � for every conformation� So it would be natural� as a next step� to mod�
ify our recursive schemes to calculate the partition function with sequence
dependence instead of � conf� The G� Jn and Hxy would then be partition
functions� This is basically how McCaskill does it ����� He does it only for
��secondary structure and assumes that loops are independent �the IFM��
among other things�
Here we will not keep working under the IFM assumption� The problem

is excluded volume� in terms of the n parts of our abstract picture� we do an
overcounting in Eq� ����� The product counts impossible situations where
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parts i and j overlap in space �having monomers in the same position�� On
the other hand� the product also counts every possible situation where none
of the n parts have pairwise overlaps� So the ( in Eq� ���� is an upper limit
to the � conf�
The problem at hand� excluded volume� is what makes polymer conforma�

tions so di
cult to handle exactly both theoretically and computationally� A
polymer is often modelled as a self�avoiding walk on a lattice �Appendix A��
What is the entropy of a piece of a polymer when nearby there are other
pieces of the same or other polymers# In the study of polymer dynamics ����
the problem is made harder by the topological constraints as in knots �����
the chain can not cut through itself� A piece of the chain will then be con�
�ned to a kinetically accessible area of space given by other chain pieces� The
tube model of de Gennes ���� assumes that this region of space �a tube� does
not change� its walls are �xed on timescales long enough for the polymer
to escape by reptation ���dimensional di	usion�� Instead of a �xed �mean
�eld� environment� we will make a ��rst order� interaction with the environ�
ments of a face� With the IFM we have a zeroth order model� namely no
excluded volume interactions between faces� �First order� means making the
most signi�cant correction to the zeroth order model with least e	ort� The
resulting model� with loop�loop interactions� is called the Nearest�Interface
Model �NIM� or the Firehose Model� see section ����
In terms of our overcounting �Eq� ������ our strategy will be to use pruning

functions� Let xj be a variable for face j such that overlap between faces i
and j can be decided from xi and xj� The pruning function Y is then�
Y �xi� xj� $ � if there is no overlap� and Y �xi� xj� $ � if there is overlap� Let
Sj�xj� be the � conf� of face j that have value xj� Then Sj $

P
xj
Sj�xj�� By

introducing the pruning functions in Eq� ���� we can get rid of overcounting�

( $
X
x�

� � �
X
xn

�
�Y

j

Sj�xj�

�
A
�
�Y

i�j

Y �xi� xj�

�
A � ������

In the special case where the faces are connected in a chain �j interacts
with j  ��� we have

( $
X
x�

� � �
X
xn

Y
j

�Sj�xj�Y �xj��� xj�� � ������

Pruning functions can be introduced in this case by using a Kramers�Wannier
���� matrix method� as we will see in section ����
We have set up an abstract formalism� but probably it can not be com�

puted in this form� But it shows the strategy of the Firehose Model �sec�
tion ����� with the goal to introduce pruning functions in the recursive equa�
tions ���� to �����
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��� Energy and Partition Functions

Until now we have treated sequence�independent matters� The results ap�
ply to homopolymers as well as heteropolymers� Now we will consider the
sequence�dependent energy� In this section we will assume an energy function
that has both a stacking energy term and a base�pairing energy term�

E $
X
stacks


�

�
h k
i j

�
 

X
base�pairs


��i� j� � ������

where a stack �stacked pair� is formed by two neighboring base�pairs �h� k�
and �i� j� �i�e� i $ h � and j $ k� ��� Usually energies are not assigned to
isolated base�pairs because they are unstable when not stacked� but in our
derivations it will be useful to let the di	erence show�
The partition function is the key to equilibrium statistical mechanics be�

cause it contains all thermodynamic information of the system� From the
partition function we can calculate heat capacities� free energy landscapes�
etc� In our model the partition function is the sum over all chain conforma�
tions� k� of the Boltzmann weight exp��Ek�RT ��
With almost no e	ort one can extend the recursive solutions� for example�

Eq� ��� with Eq�s ���� to ����� to calculate the partition function� All it
takes is introducing the energy as a variable� This looks like pure luck� but
of course� my derivations aimed toward that end from the very beginning�
The model energy of a chain conformation of the RNA depends only on

the contacts in the secondary structure� There is a �nite number of possible
secondary structures� so in principle the energy is a variable with discrete
values� The density of states function is

� g�E� $ � conf� that have energy E �among all secondary structures��

With the density of states we can easily compute the partition function�

Q�T � $
X
E

g�E�e�E�RT � ������

where we sum over all energy levels� In previous chapters we calculatedG�L��
the � conf� of all secondary structures on chain of length L� but now we will
calculate G�L�E�� the � conf� of all secondary structures that has energy E
on chain of length L� which is just the density of states�

����� Density of States for ��Secondary Structure

First we modify our de�nitions from section ������ Instead of talking about
!the number of conformations" we will talk about !the number of conforma�
tions with a certain energy"�
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� G�L�E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
��� L� �� that has energy E�

� Jn�L�E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
��� L � �� that has energy E and in which n $ �� � base�pairs contain
the rightmost monomer L� ��

� H�b� c� E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
�b� c� that has energy E and in which base�pair �b� c� is present�

� Kl�b� c� E� is de�ned by

Kl�b� c� E� $
X
fig�l

X
fEig

Y
i

Hi�Ei� � ������

This is sloppy� but the idea is that the energy E $
P

i Ei for segment
�b� c� is distributed in the �internal� subgraphs� but base�pair �b� c� does
not contribute to E�

By de�nition�
G�L�E� $ J��L�E�  J��L�E� � ������

Equation ��� translates into

J��L�E� $ �G�L � �� E� for L � � � ������

since the extra unbound monomer L�� does not have an energy� and it does
not change the energy of the base�pairs on segment ��� L� ��� Equation ����
translates into

J��L�E� $ H�L�E�  
L��X
j��

X
E�

J���� j� E���H�j� L� �� E � E�� ������

for L � �� because the energy E is the sum of the energies of the two groups
of base�pairs on segments ��� j��� and �j� L���� There is no stacking between
base�pairs of these two disjoint parts �see Fig� �����
The idea of Eq� ���� is to add base�pair �b� c� and consider what change it

makes� namely a loop of size l is created and has a number of conformations
S�l�� It also changes the energy by the amount 
�� the base�pair energy� In
case a stack is formed with a base�pair �b  �� c � ��� then the energy also
changes by the stacking energy 
�� A stack is formed if and only if l $ ��
Then the equation becomes�

H�b� c� E� $ S���K��b� c� E � 
� � 
��  
c�b
�X
l��

S�l�Kl�b� c� E � 
�� ������
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for c� b � ��

In the recursion relation for K �Eq� ����� the energy must be distributed
between segments �b� k� and �k� c� ��� see Fig� ����

Kl�b� c� E� $ Kl���b� c� �� E�  
c��X

k�b
�

X
E�

Kl���b� k�E � E��H�k� c� �� E��

������
for c� b � � and � � l � c� b ��

Finally� by iterating Eq�s ���� to ���� we obtain the density of states
and the partition function for ��secondary structure �assuming the IFM��
The introduction of energy into the equations was apparently just a matter
of form� We could have expected that the split into energy levels would
change the problem completely� The reason it goes smoothly is the additive
Hamiltonian and that we use secondary structure as the �variables� to describe
the system� the energy is a simple function of these variables and recursion
is �build� upon these variables �adding one contact at a time��

����� Density of States for ��Secondary Structure

With de�nitions that change for each new section� we have to maintain a
sense of details�

� G�L�E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
��� L� �� that has energy E�

� Jn�L�E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
��� L� �� that has energy E and in which n $ �� �� � base�pairs contain
the rightmost monomer L� ��

� Hxy�b� c� E� $ � conf� of all ��secondary structures on chain segment
�b� c� that has energy E and in which �� base�pair �b� c� is present� ��
monomer b belongs to x other base�pairs� and �� monomer c belongs
to y other base�pairs� The indices x and y can be either � or ��

� Kxy
l �b� c� E� is de�ned by

Kxy
l �b� c� E� $

X
fig�l

X
fEig

Y
i

Hi�Ei� � ������

where the xy indicates whether monomers b and c belong to some of
the subgraphs in the set fig 	 l�
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It is straightforward to write the energy variables into the ��secondary
structure equations from section ������ since it follows the pattern we saw
for ��secondary structure� We will just show the result here� And since our
attention is only on the energy variable�the other variables are unchanged�
we will omit the segment endpoint variables from the equations� but imagine
they are still there� They can be retrieved from section ������
We only need to mention one thing� for ��secondary structure we had a

stack exactly when l $ �� but for ��secondary structure� loops that are not
stacks can also have l $ �� One example is the three base�pairs ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
For ��secondary structure a stack is then speci�ed with one extra condition
to the l $ �� namely that xy $ ��� which means that the outermost base�
pair is not �touched� by inside base�pairs� The stacking energy 
� only enter
Eq� ���� when there is a stack� So� for xy $ ��� ��� ���

c� b � �� Hxy�E� $
c�b
�X
l��

S�l�Kxy
l �E � 
�� � ������

and for xy $ ���

H���E� $ S���K��
� �E � 
� � 
��  

c�b
�X
l����l����

S�l�K��
l �E � 
�� � ������

for c� b � ��

The J equations ������ ���� and ����� become

J��L�E� $ �G�L � �� E� for L � � � ������

and �for L � ���

J��L�E� $ H���E�  H���E�

 
L��X
j��

X
E�

fJ��E���H���E � E��  J��E���H���E � E��

 J��E���H���E � E��g � ������

and

J��L�E� $ H���E�  H���E�

 
L��X
j��

X
E�

fJ��E���H���E � E��  J��E���H���E � E��

 J��E���H���E � E��g � ������
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The K equations ������ ����� ���� and ����� become

K��
l �E� $ K��

l���E�  K��
l���E�

 
c��X

j�b
�

X
E�

fK��
l���E��H���E � E��  K��

l���E��H���E � E��

 K��
l���E��H���E � E��g � ������

K��
l �E� $

c��X
j�b
�

X
E�

fK��
l���E��H���E � E��  K��

l���E��H���E � E��

 K��
l���E��H���E � E��g � ������

K��
l �E� $ K��

l���E�  K��
l���E�  	��lH���E�  	��lH���E�

 
c��X

j�b
�

X
E�

fK��
l���E��H���E � E��  K��

l���E��H���E � E��

 K��
l���E��H���E � E��  	��lH���E��H���E � E��g � ������

K��
l �E� $

c��X
j�b
�

X
E�

fK��
l���E��H���E � E��  K��

l���E��H���E � E��

 K��
l���E��H���E � E��  	��lH���E��H���E � E�� � ������

Equations ���� to ���� holds for c � b � � and � � l � c � b  �� For
initialization we need to set K��

� �b� b �� �� $ � and K��
� �b� b �� �� $ � and

all other Kxy $ � �with l � � and c� b � ���

����� Algorithm

We return to the question of how to implement the recursion relations in a
program� We mentioned in section ����� that it is possible to save memory
space� We only need to store K�s for one b value� thus reducing the dimen�
sions of the K array� Programming can be done in many ways� but it is
important to do the two programming loops over variables b and c in the
right order in order to save memory space with regards to the K arrays� The
top level loop �over b� takes one value� b� at a time� and when it steps to the
next value� b � �� the K�s computed and stored in the previous round �for
value b� can be discarded�
The �program� consists of two separate parts� in part one� K�s are com�

puted and H�s are computed using the K�s� in part two� J �s and G�s are
computed using the H�s�
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�� For b $ Lmax � � to �

�a� Erase Kxy
l �b �� c� E� for all xy� l� c� E�

�b� For c $ b � to Lmax � �

i� For l $ � to c� b �

� For E $ Emin to Emax

� Compute Kxy
l �b� c� E� for xy $ ��� ��� ��� �� using

Eqs� ���� to ���� �see also Eqs� ���� to ������

ii� if c� b � �

� For E $ Emin to Emax

� Compute Hxy�b� c� E� for xy $ ��� ��� �� using Eq� ����
and computeH���b� c� E� using Eq� ����� �see also Eq� ������

�� For L $ � to Lmax

� For E $ Emin to Emax

�a� Compute J��L�E� using Eq� �����

�b� if L � �

� Compute J��L�E� and J��L�E� using Eqs� ���� and ����
�see also Eqs� ���� and ������

� Compute G�L�E� $ J��L�E�  J��L�E�  J��L�E��

Notice that in part one of this program� H�s are computed on succesively
longer �b� c� intervals using already computed H�s on shorter segments� This
build�up of the H�s re�ects how the loops of secondary structures are con�
nected in a hierarchical fashion such that a sub�tree branches into smaller
sub�trees� An H characterizes all sub�trees in a given position� Recursion is
therefore closely tied to secondary structure� Our recursion tricks fail if we
want to extend the theory to all structures having tertiary contacts�

����� Order Parameters

We have introduced energy as a variable in our equations to compute the
density of states G�L�E�� This was possible because E is a simple function
of the contacts� In principle we can introduce more variables like this� for
example� the order parameters we use �see section �����

� q $ the number of native contacts in the conformation�

� qNN $ the number of non� native �NN� contacts in the conformation�
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These variables depend� like the energy� on the contacts in a simple way� and
they can be written into the equations in much the same way as with energy�
Alternatively� we could use the number of contacts of any kind� q  qNN� as
an order parameter� Or we can choose n sets of contacts� A�� � � � � An� and de�
�ne corresponding parameters q�� � � � � qn by qj�SS� $ �contacts in Aj 
 SS�
and then compute G�L�E� q�� � � � � qn�� These sets could be some interest�
ing secondary structures� natives� intermediates� misfolds� or they could be
parts of a secondary structure� such as an interesting helix� or a small num�
ber of keypoints to a structure� such as the most stable contact in a helix�
or the sets could be something else than secondary structures� i�e� having
crosslinking base�pairs� Variables can be designed to describe any process of
conformational change� folding or melting transition in the molecule�

So the theory is very versatile and powerful� But there is a bottleneck�
and we have already reached it� we must store H�s and K�s in large arrays
and the needed memory size grows with every new variable� Actually� it is not
really CPU time that has limited us in our computations� it is memory size� It
takes a large memory to cover the complete conformational space of a polymer
molecule� In one example� a ���mer� we needed more than �� Mbytes� At
least we must program the arrays in a clever way by not assigning memory
sites to variables that we know are zero� for example� for mutually impossible
values of E� q and qNN� We need to �nd what ranges Emin� � � � � Emax the
energy operates within for each chain segment� This problem requires its
own set of recursion relations to be solved� We leave this problem here�

��	 The Firehose Model

Up to this point we have been describing the general model� with no speci�c
description of which space the chain is embedded in� We have introduced
S�l�� the number of conformations of a loop of size l that makes no intra�
chain contacts� In order to calculate S�l�� we now introduce a �D square
lattice model �Appendix A�� By means of scaling and extrapolation from �D
lattice simulations we obtain predictions for the real experiments in �D ����

I assume that S�l� scales approximately as (
loop
L in Eq� A��� Thus� it grows

exponentially with length l� but the growth is much faster in �D than in �D�
However� if we focus instead on the loop closure probability �see the appendix�
we observe that P �loop��D� � �P �loop��D� with a constant loop scaling fac�
tor � $ exp������� The value ���� is called the LogScaleLoop and can be
chosen between �� and ��� The loop closure probability is related to the
entropy change )S of loop formation�

The model also treats loop�loop excluded volume interactions� and is
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called the Firehose Model or the Nested Polymer Graph Theory� A nested

graph is a polymer graph where every two contacts are nested with each other�
Every face in a nested graph is bounded by one or two chain segments and
one or two base�pairs� see Fig� ���� Multiple loops are not allowed because
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N
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s l

s l
j j
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Figure ���� A nested graph with faces numbered � to N �

they involve unrelated base�pairs� We choose an extra rule on the lattice� if
a monomer has two contacts �for ��secondary structure� then the contacts
form a right angle and the chain forms another right angle� Otherwise we can
have lattice conformations that are pseudoknot�like� even if they are nested
graphs�
Hairpin structures are typical examples of nested graphs� The lattice con�

formations corresponding to nested graphs resemble train tracks or ladders�
but we will use the 	rehose as our mental picture� faces are connected in
a linear chain� the base�pairs being the junctions� just like when the outlet
of one �rehose is joined with the inlet of another� Faces Fj are numbered
�� � � � � N from the innermost face �the hairpin loop� toward the open end�
Base�pair �sj� lj� is the junction between faces Fj and Fj
��
We de�ne the face type in analogy with Fig� ���� monomers sj and lj

in the outermost link of face Fj can have second �inside� links� indicated by
the face type xyj $ ��� ��� �� or ��� Note that face type �� does not exist
in nested graphs� Our face type de�nition is more or less dictated by our
previous recursion relations�
Although it is a lattice model� we want to make real predictions� so we will

sometimes ignore some of the special consequences of the square lattice� For
example� loops on the lattice always have even loop sizes and the smallest
hairpin loops have size �� But we want both even and odd loop sizes� so
we make an interpolation� We also want the smallest hairpin loop size to
be �� In other cases we will pretend that the chain can go �o	�lattice�� In
the same spirit� we want to predict non�nested graphs as well� so the Nested
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Polymer Graph Theory treats non�nested secondary structures as if they were
nested by temporarily replacing subgraphs with a single covalent bond �the
multi�loop approximation �����
The Nearest Interface Model assumption is that steric interactions be�

tween Fj and Fj
� are localized in space to their interface around �sj� lj��
This is achieved with pruning functions �cf� section ���� in the form of
matrices� The Nearest Interface Model works best for faces of small loop
sizes� For loop sizes greater than �� two neighboring faces can interact with
other monomers than the ones close to their interface� The model is there�
fore suited for compact conformations �with many contacts�� such as highly
folded native�like states� More extended conformations can be treated well
with simpler more coarse�grained theories�

���� Nested ��Secondary Structures

We now assume we have ��secondary structures� All face types are then
xy $ ���
Consider base�pair �sj� lj�� It occupies a vertex in the lattice between

monomers sj and lj� Monomer sj then has three other adjacent vertices�
Two of themmust be occupied by the covalent bonds between chain neighbors
sj � �� sj and sj  �� see Fig� ���� Likewise� the chain from lj � � to lj  �
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Figure ���� Sterical compatibility of inlet and outlet types�

occupies two vertices adjacent to lj� We call �sj� lj� the outlet of face j and
the inlet of face j  �� The three vertices �sj� sj  ��� �sj� lj� and �lj � �� lj�
are face j�s boundary close to its outlet� There are four possible relative
angles of the three boundary vertices� and Fig� ��� de�nes four outlet types
accordingly� Also� we de�ne four inlet types describing Fj
��s three boundary
vertices �sj � �� sj�� �sj� lj� and �lj� lj  �� close to its inlet� Note that for
nested ��secondary structure the three boundary vertices are sometimes one
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covalent bond and two base�pairs� In Fig� ��� are drawn all the combinations
of inlet and outlet types that are sterically viable� This can be expressed
with the viability matrix Y � in which yij $ � if inlet type i and outlet type j
are viable� and zero otherwise�

Y $

�
BBB�
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CCCA � ������

We de�ne the Face Count Matrix� S�j�� for a face Fj� by� s�j�mn $ the
number of lattice conformations of Fj having inlet n and outlet m� It is also
called the structure matrix in ���� It depends on the loop size of the face and
the relative distance �in the chain� between the inlet and outlet� But as a
mean �eld approximation we can average over the relative distance and use
a Face Count Matrix Sj�l� that only depends on loop size� This assumption
also means that the Face Count Matrix does not depend on face type �for
��secondary structure�� The innermost face� F�� has no inlet� We construct
a face count matrix for it� by assuming it has a ghost inlet type equal to
the outlet type� The face count matrix is therefore diagonal� The �ghost
disappears� in the �nal summation �see later��

Note that for ��secondary structures� an inlet or outlet type � is equivalent
to a stacked pair� For nested ��secondary structure it can alternatively be
an �elbow��

For a given nested graph with faces F�� � � � � FN we compute the number of
conformations on the lattice by summing over all inlet�outlet types �mj� nj��

(N $
X

�mj �nj�

��j�N

�
� NY
j��

s�j�mjnj

�
A� NY

i��

ynimi��

�

$
X

�mj �nj�

��j�N

s�N�
mNnN

ynNmN��
s�N���
mN��nN��

ynN��mN��
� � � yn�m�

s���m�n�

$ UrS
�N�Y S�N���Y � � �S���Y S���Uc � ������

The calculation shows that it is a matrix product� The row vector Ur $
��� �� �� �� and the column vector Uc $ UT

r take care of summing over ghost
inlet type and the outermost outlet type� The y�s take care of connecting
compatible types� cf� pruning functions in section ����
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���� Nested ��Secondary Structures

We now assume we have ��secondary structures� Now two curved links can
emanate from the same monomer in the polymer graph� This corresponds in
the lattice to a monomer site having a pair of vertices occupied by covalent
bonds and the other pair occupied by base�pair contacts with each pair per�
pendicular� The three possible face types in nested graphs are xy $ ��� ��
and ���

Consider again junction �sj � lj�� Whether these two monomers have two
links is determined by the two base�pairs �sj��� lj��� and �sj
�� lj
��� Fig� ���
shows the � possible situations� They are just di	erent combinations of
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Figure ���� Nested face type combinations�

the face types xyj and xyj
� of faces Fj and Fj
�� When both face types
are �� the situation �which we call the �zero� case� is as in Fig� ��� for ��
secondary structure� The Y matrix in Eq� ���� describes which inlets and
outlets that are viable in the �zero� case� For the other six face type com�
binations� Fig� ���� shows the possible corresponding lattice conformations�
It is seen that less inlet�outlet type combinations are realized than in the
�zero� case� The viability matrix must represent the new possibilities� We
de�ne a viability matrix Y

xyj��
xyj for each of the � cases in Fig� ���� The �zero�

case matrix Y ��
�� is given by Eq� ����� The other matrices are obtained from

Fig� �����

Y ��
�� $ Y ��

�� $

�
BBB�
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CCCA � ������
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Figure ����� Nested conformations with �sj � lj� having adjacent contacts�
Possible outlet types of Fj and inlet types of Fj
� are indicated�

Y ��
�� $ Y ��

�� $

�
BBB�
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CCCA � ������

and

Y ��
�� $ Y ��

�� $

�
BBB�
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CCCA � ������

For a given nested ��secondary structure graph the number of lattice confor�
mations is given by a matrix product as Eq� ����� in which the Y �matrices
are replaced by the Y

xyj��
xyj �matrices for this graph�

��� Final Comments

Lack of time prevents me from completing the development of the theory
in this chapter� But I have introduced the main ingredients� so the reader
should have a su
cient basis for understanding the fundamental ideas�
Here is an outline for what remains to be done� �� The �rehose model

should be extended to non�nested graphs by using an approximation for
multiple loops� �� the conformation counting quantities K� H and J should
be made into matrices� �� Y matrix factors should be incorporated in the
recursion equations� What remains thereafter is mostly technical details and
approximations done for programming reasons� Shi�Jie Chen has written
C�programs in which the energy E can take only values that are multiples
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of a unit �the resolution�� He also reduces � � ��matrices to ��dimensional
vectors� But a Ph�D� thesis is not the right place to write a documentation
for a computer code�
The theory here corresponds to the theory in ��� ��� but there are many

di	erences� Equation ���� corresponds to Eq� ��� in paper ��� or to Eq� ���
in ���� The four face types de�ned in the previous section correspond to the
�ve f face types �L� M� R� LR and I� de�ned in ������ The two types M and I
both correspond to type ��� The quantitiesKxy

l �b� c� E��Hxy�b� c� E�� Jn�L�E�
and G�L�E� de�ned in this chapter correspond to Kf �E� l� b� c�� G

�
t �E� b� c��

Gt�E� a� x� and g�E� in ��� respectively� Equations ���� and ���� correspond
to Eq� ��� in ���� The recursive relations are also analogous to each other� so
that for example Figs� ��� and ��� in this chapter correspond to Figs� �� and
�� in ��� respectively�
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Chapter �

Results

This chapter is adapted from our paper ���� in which we make predictions
with the hope that experiments will be made to test them� Here extra results�
more discussion and background has been added�

The theory described in ��� ��� implemented in software by Shi�Jie Chen�
calculates the partition function given a sequence� The partition function
contains all thermodynamic information� which can be extracted by stan�
dard methods� but it needs to be extracted in some interpretable form� Par�
tition functions are our �raw data� starting point� We then further process
those data to obtain the following tools for interpreting the physics of the
sequence� melting curves� total enthalpy changes� contact probabilities� free
energy landscape plots� probability �landscape� plots and fractional popula�
tion curves� All results are presented in these forms�

Our goal is two�faced� on one hand� we wanted to learn more about the
physics of the RNA molecules themselves� On the other� we wanted to test
and develop the computational tools�landscape plots and other ways of
visualization�as an aid to understanding and designing� The two purposes
go hand in hand in a conceptual development�

We designed most of the sequences rather than using biological sequences�
and we tried to design their stable states and transitions� By experiment�

ing with the sequence� for example with mutations� we explored the possible
thermodynamic behaviors and cooperativities� We explored qualitative dif�
ferences and focused on issues that are subtle and unexpected�

Our design method is simple� we start with the native fold� i�e� the target
secondary structure we want to have the lowest energy� and then ��ll in�
Watson�Crick base�pairs to get a useful sequence�

I have consistently used the LogScaleLoop equal to ���� for all results
presented in this chapter�
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��� Melting Dependence on Hairpin Length

and Loop Size

As a reference calculation� we begin with the simplest physical properties�
namely how melting curves depend on the stem length and loop size of hair�
pins�

What are Melting Curves	

A melting curve is the speci�c heat capacity cp as a function of temperature�
Melting curves provide a direct link between our predictions and experiments
since they can be measured directly using di�erential scanning calorimetry�
Our predictions of conformational changes can therefore be tested easily� The
heat capacity C�T � is given by

C�T � $


T
�kT � 

T
lnQ�T �� �

A peak in the melting curve indicates a transition� where the molecules un�
dergo a structural change� or more precisely� where the ensemble move from
one part of conformation space to another� The area under the peak of
the melting curve equals the change of enthalpy during the transition� At
constant pressure we have�

Z T�

T�
cp�p� T �dT $

Z T�

T�

�
	H

	T

�
p

dT $ )H �����

The area under the whole melting curve is roughly speaking the energy of the
ground state� The energy is a sum over stacked base�pairs �section ����� The
maximum of the peak de�nes the melting temperature Tm of that transition�
Although we talk about a melting temperature as a �point�� we should keep
in mind that the transition takes place over a range of temperatures as a
gradual change of the distribution in conformation space� However� it is
meaningful to de�ne the melting temperature since peaks are narrow and
often symmetrically shaped� Furthermore� Tm is where the enthalpic change
is at its maximum rate� corresponding to the rate of disruption of secondary
structure� Our population analysis also show �see later� that the melting
temperature is where the ensemble has crossed the barrier halfway� if there
is one� We de�ne the stability of the molecule as being simply related to Tm�
the higher temperature it takes to break the secondary structure� the higher
stability� We will also talk about the cooperativity of a transition� as meaning
the �sharpness� of the transition� i�e� the higher and narrower the melting
peak� the more cooperative is the transition�
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Cooperativity and Stability Increases with Hairpin Length
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Figure ���� Melting curves show that cooperativity increases fast� but melting
temperature has a limited increase�

The hairpins in this series �Fig� ���� all have a stem containing only AU base
pairs and no GC base pairs� The loop in one of the ends of the stem is a
strand of three unpaired C�s� which together with the closing AU pair in the
helix makes the loop size � � the least possible in our model� The reason for
choosing C�s for loops is to avoid these monomers to make contacts with the
A�s or U�s in the helix� C�s are better than G�s in this respect since GU can
be a favourable pair� The nucleotide sequences in the helical regions have
a simple AUAUAU pattern� We will often make use of alternating patterns
like this for helices� The length of the fully base�paired helix is the number
of base pairs� This length is varied between � and �� in the �gure�

In the �gure we see that the melting temperature increases with length�
but not linearly� rather it seems to approach a limit value around T $
����� �C� We also see that the cooperativity of the transition increases with
length�

We expect the area under the melting curve to increase linearly with
length� since the energy is a sum over the AU base pairs� We have calculated
the integral of the curves between T $ � �C and T $ ��� �C and veri�ed that
the area grows linearly with length�
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Bigger Loops Destabilize a Hairpin

In Fig� ��� we focus on loop entropies� The ground states of this series of
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Figure ���� Melting curves show a decreasing stability� an increasing cooper�
ativity and an even�odd e	ect�

molecules all have a stem of length ��� with AU base pairs arranged in the
same alternating pattern as before� For the loops we have single�stranded
segments of C�s� The length of these segments is now called loop size� i�e� it
is the number of C�s� The �gure shows sizes between � and ��� The last AU
base pair in the stem acts as the closing pair of the loop�

We observe two interesting trends� First� there is an even�odd e	ect�
hairpins with odd loop sizes are more stable than their even loop size coun�
terparts� This e	ect becomes less pronounced at larger loop sizes� Second�
stability decreases and cooperativity increases with loop size� both for even
and odd� We have integrated the melting curves to get the total enthalpy
change� see Fig� ���� We see that odd loop sizes take a higher enthalpy to
be melted than their even loop size counterparts� There is also an overall
increase in the area up to loop size � for both even and odd� This is probably
because the two C�s adjacent to the stem can form a base pair� The wig�
gling of the curve above loop size � is probably an artifact from the choice
of integration limits�
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Figure ���� Area under the melting curve as a function of loop size for hairpins
described in Fig� ����

��� Hairpins Melting from the Loop End and

the Open End

Figure ��� shows a series of � hairpins� all having � GC pairs� �� AU pairs� and
a loop of � C�s� The only di	erence among the � molecules is the placement
of the GC block along the helix� If melting depended only upon the base�
pair and stacking composition� i�e� on the number of AU and GC pairs� then
these � molecules should all have the same melting behavior� In contrast�
the model predicts a very strong sequence dependence� a �� degree variation
in melting temperature� and a switchover from a single peak in the heat
capacity curve to two�
The helices are divided into � blocks of � base pairs� They are numbered

��� from the loop end to the open end� The molecules have the strong
GC base�pairs in one of the blocks and weaker AU base�pairs in the rest
of the helix� The least stable molecule� Position�� RNA� has its GC block
adjacent to the loop� In that case� relatively low temperatures melt the AU
ends� destabilizing the GC block� The melting temperature Tm � �� �C for
Position�� RNA is close to that for hairpin conformations having only AU
base pairs �see Fig� �����
For positions ��� we see that stability decreases and cooperativity in�

creases when the block moves from the middle of the helix toward the open
end� For Position�� RNA melting has split up in two separate transitions�
it has two melting peaks� The right peak seems to follow the trend of the
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Figure ���� Two kinds of melting peaks� melting in the open end and in
the loop end� The hairpins in this series are shown with their strong blocks
highlighted�

peaks in curves ���� The left peak of curve � is at around the same melting
temperature as the single peak of Position��� but the cooperativity of the
Position�� peak is higher� Positions � and � have �shoulders� that seem to be
remnants of the two peaks of Position���

We also calculated melting curves for all possible positions of the strong
block� in between the ones shown here ��� positions in total from the loop
to the end�� The curves showed a gradual interpolation between the six
curves showed here� but showed also an even�odd e	ect due to the alternating
stacking of the neighboring AU and GC�s�

We interpret as follows� There are two stages in the melting scenario
of each molecule as temperature is increased� First stage� the AU�s in the
open end part of the stem melt� The loop end AU�s do not melt at this
stage� although their bonds are just as weak� because the loop helps binding
them so they would not release as much entropy as the open end AU�s do�
Second stage� the loop end AU�s melt together with the GC�s� The two
stages correspond to the two peaks of curve �� but give rise to peaks with a
shoulder on one side for the other RNAs� The varying lengths of AU parts
correspond to the varying peak sizes� The cooperativity decreases when the
strong block moves from the open end� and the peak is split into two� Both of
these observations are explained like this� the molecule must �nd its entropy
somewhere when the temperature is increased� The more entropy released in
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the �rst stage the more can melting of the second stage be postponed� This
explanation will be put on �rmer ground� see section ����

We have calculated the integrals of the C curves� and we see that the
total areas are almost equal� This is as expected because the base pair
compositions are equal for all the hairpins�

We analyze Position�� RNA in detail below by calculating its free energy
landscapes�

��� Free Energy Landscapes and Order Pa�

rameters

In this section I introduce some graphical tools and concepts�

To plot the free energy landscapes F ��� as a function of all the n degrees
of freedom � $ ��� � � � � �n� such as the backbone bond angles� would be
neither possible nor illuminating� They are surfaces of high dimensionality�
Instead� we show �D plots that reduce this information to a form that is
useful for our present purposes� We need to plot F as a function of two
variables� If we choose two suitable order parameters� then this reduction of
the conformational space to a ��dimensional plane can provide meaningful
pictures of the physics�

Melting and denaturation can often be described as the breaking of an
interesting low free energy secondary structure that we will refer to as the na�
tive structure� It needs not be the ground state in terms of energy%enthalpy�
The base pairs that de�ne the native structure are referred to as the native
contacts� All other contacts the chain polymer can make with itself are called
non�native contacts� Any conformation of the chain has a number of native
contacts and a number of non�native contacts� i�e� �right� and �wrong� con�
tacts respectively� in terms of folding� Counting contacts is often convenient
for de�ning order parameters for biopolymers� so here we will choose the
following two variables to describe any conformation�

� q $ the number of native contacts in the conformation� and

� qNN $ the number of non�native �NN� contacts in the conformation�

Our free energy landscapes are plots of F as a function of q and qNN� We
saw in section ����� that we can compute partition functions

Q�q� qNN� T � $
X
E

g�q� qNN� E� exp
�E�RT � �����
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where g�q� qNN� E� is the number of conformations with the speci�ed vari�
ables� From the partition functions we get the free energy�

F �q� qNN� T � $ �RT lnQ�q� qNN� T � �����

in units of kcal%mol�
Before turning to the results we need some words about how to interpret

such free energy landscapes� The number of native contacts q can be seen as
a measure of the distance to the native structure in either secondary structure
space or conformation space� The total number of contacts� q qNN� is in itself
a more meaningful variable than qNN alone� It is a measure of how compact

the folded chain is� But �q� qNN� gives us a pair of more independent variables�
Together �q� qNN� classi�es conformation space �or secondary structure space�
along two dimensions that tell us about both the distance to the native
structure and the compactness of the fold�
Our two variables �q� qNN� are constrained by the requirement that the

total number of contacts q qNN is at most �L������ where L is the number
of monomers in the chain �corresponding to a fully zipped hairpin�� There�
fore the landscapes we show are restricted to a triangular area of the �q� qNN��
plane as shown in Fig� ���� The unfolded coil conformations with no con�

The diagonal

Unfolded corner

Non−native corner

Native corner

Number of
native contacts

Number of
non−native contacts

Zipper pathway

M

M

q=

q  =
NN

Figure ���� Orienting yourself in the landscape�

tacts are at the �q� qNN� $ ��� �� corner of the triangle� The most compact
conformations are along the opposite diagonal� just called the diagonal� If
the native structure has the maximum possible numberM of contacts� then
it would lie in the �q� qNN� $ �M� �� corner of the triangle� We expect to see
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the minimum of the free energy landscape being at the native and unfolded
corners under di	erent temperatures� Other minima in the landscape� such
as intermediates� can lie other places� for example� along the q axis or at the
�q� qNN� $ ���M� corner� We de�ne direct folding pathways in �q� qNN��space
as the kinetically accessible pathways from the unfolded to the native cor�
ner that only involve native contacts� i�e� they lie on the native axis where
qNN $ �� One of the direct folding pathways is the zipper pathway of a hair�
pin� where the base pairs are formed in the linear order like a zipper� We use
the term on�pathway to refer to events close to the direct folding pathways�
and o��pathway meaning away from them� having many non�native contacts�

As far as I know� energy landscapes with these coordinates have not been
studied before� In fact� exact energy landscapes have never been plotted for
neither proteins nor RNA�s� Pictures of energy landscapes have mostly been
used as illustration of abstract folding concepts� for example� the �cartoons�
of funnels in ���� ���� but not for real predictions of speci�c molecules� Here
are some of the questions of interest to our landscape plots� Is there a funnel#
Is it bumpy or smooth# How rugged is the surface# Are there deep wells for
the native and intermediate states# Can we �nd kinetically trapped states�
molten�globule states� conformational switches� barriers� transition states�
etc�# Can mutations create or eliminate states# Can we study on�pathway
and o	�pathway states� �� and ��state transitions and cooperativities#

It is useful to consider how many conformations are lumped together
for a coordinate pair in di	erent parts of our landscape plots� The more
base�pairs there are� the more restricted are the degrees of freedom� so com�
pact structures have less conformations available than extended structures
have� Furthermore� n non�native contacts can usually be chosen in more
ways than n native contacts� so there are more o	�pathway conformations
than on�pathway� Fig� ��� shows a free energy landscape for a sequence of ��
C�s� For this homopolymer sequence all energies and enthalpies are zero and
F $ �TS� so the landscape shape is determined by entropy alone� and it
illustrates the number of conformations� Any landscape has an intrinsic ten�
dency to a slope from the diagonal down toward the unfolded corner because
of the higher entropy of more extended chains� At high enough tempera�
tures the free energy landscapes of any sequence will adopt this sequence�
independent sloped shape�

When we read our landscape plots� we try to relate di	erent features of the
landscape �local minima� valleys� plateaus etc�� to speci�c structures� since
the coordinates are chosen to characterize structure� This is often possible
close to the �native� q�axis and corner and the other folded corner where the
number of conformations is small� But in the area closer to the unfolded
corner it is not possible to identify single structures as being responsible for
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Figure ���� Free energy landscape �seen from two viewpoints� for an RNA
chain of �� C�s at �� �C� All energies are zero� so the landscape is dominated
by the entropy term� The fully zipped hairpin of �� base�pairs has been
chosen as native structure�

the features of the landscape� because we average over so many structures�
The plots are useful for identifying stable structures that are either very
�native� or very �non�native�� But if we want to �nd the structures of other
alternatives� it is more useful to plot the individual base pairing probabilities�
Instead� our approach is suited for studying stabilities and phase transition
points �barriers��

A free energy landscape gives information about the thermodynamic en�
semble of conformations at a given temperature� What we do is to plot
the temperature dependence of the landscapes to follow the conformational
changes during melting� Although we mentioned �pathways�� it is important
to remember that we study equilibrium thermodynamics� What we see in
our landscapes are stable states� ensembles and intermediates� But we do
not �nd kinetics� pathways� timescales� etc� This is because of the way we
have chosen the coordinates q and qNN� they are not true reaction coordinates
since they do not de�ne kinetic adjacency of di	erent conformations� For a
discussion on order parameters vs� reaction coordinates� see ����� Barriers
in the landscapes show the stability of states and the nature of transitions�
but they do not have a meaning in dynamics� A kinetic folding process is
a �ow of an ensemble down the slopes of the landscape� but an equilibrium
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folding process is the way these slopes change with temperature� Having said
all this� however� our landscapes may not be unrelated to kinetics� We have
not pursued this question further� but for a related discussion see ����� in
which the dynamics of an order parameter is modeled as if it was a reaction
coordinate with noise added�

����� Probability Plots

Instead of free energy landscapes� I have found it more useful to plot the
corresponding thermal probability distributions�

P �q� qNN� T � $
�

Q�T �
exp��F �q� qNN� T ��RT � � �����

as a function of q and qNN� The two functions P and F carry in principle the
same information� In reality however� the details in the F �landscape that
lie above the level of the lowest minima are lost in a P �plot� because the
probability is close to zero� But P is simpler for the eye to interpret than F �
in equilibrium� the important ensemble is located in minima and low level
parts� and these features are magni�ed and shown prominently in a P �plot�
It is easy to see directly how the population is distributed� Furthermore� the
probability plots with their peaks can be viewed from one angle� while there
will be minima in an F �landscape that are invisible� almost for any viewpoint
chosen� so they have to be shown from di	erent angles�
The probability distribution is the complete ensemble of conformations

integrated to �� It is not the local probability of single contacts or substruc�
tures� but probabilities of full secondary structures� or sets of such� They
should therefore be distinguished from contact probabilities� as in �����

��� One�state and Two�state Transitions with

a Stable Intermediate

We will now take a closer look at the conformational changes of Position��
RNA �from section ���� during its two melting transitions by studying its free
energy landscapes� Two peaks typically implies a stable intermediate state�
What is its structure# In Figs� ��� to ��� we study the gradual changes of
the free energy landscapes and their corresponding probability distributions
as temperature is increased� Note that the F and P plots are seen from two
di	erent angles respectively�
The landscapes show the existense of a second stable structure besides the

native hairpin structure in Fig� ���� It is a half�zipped hairpin that has the �
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innermost base�pairs in the loop end of the hairpin and two single�stranded
tails containing unpaired A�s and U�s� The base�pairs in this intermediate
structure are a �hard core� part of the molecule that includes the strong block
and its next adjacent AU base�pair�
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Figure ���� The native state of Position�� RNA� The F�landscape and its
probability distribution at �� �C �below both melting temperatures� shows a
funnel with a minimum at the native state �q� qNN� $ ���� ��� But the tem�
perature is close enough to the �rst melting transition to allow a fraction of
the ensemble to �uctuate away from the native probability peak� They popu�
late transition structures between the native and the intermediate that have
between �� and � native contacts but no non�native contacts� for example�
various degrees of unzipping of the helix� Melting �N�I� is just beginning�
This breaking of native contacts allows non�native contacts to be formed�
the triangular plateau in the F�landscape at the bottom of the funnel is pop�
ulated with low probabilities� barely visible in the P�plot� These structures
have � native base�pairs plus various possible combinations of non�native and
native base�pairs�

Figures ��� to ��� show how the majority peak of the ensemble shifts
from the native structure N to the intermediate structure I and later from I
to the random coil structures in the denatured state D� The N� I transition
corresponds to the �rst heat capacity peak at Tm $ �� �C� and the I � D
transition corresponds to the second heat capacity peak at Tm $ �� �C�
Most of the ensemble has zero non�native contacts at all temperatures
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Figure ���� The intermediate state and the denatured state of Position��
RNA� The �� �C probability plot �between the two transition temperatures�
shows that the majority of the ensemble is centered around an intermediate
at �q� qNN� $ ��� ��� Fluctuations create or break a few native contacts and
create a few non�native contacts� The �� �C probability plot �above both
transition temperatures� shows that the majority of the ensemble is random
coil� with no native contacts� the distribution peaks at �q� qNN� $ ��� ��
and decreases rapidly with the number of non�native contacts� Both plots
are close to the melting temperature Tm $ �� �C of the transition from
intermediate to denatured �I�D�� There is therefore a coexistense in both
plots of random coil and intermediate structure� with one as the majority
and the other small� The small intermediate peak �right plot� will disappear
for higher temperatures�
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Figure ���� The two transitions of Position�� RNA� right at the melting
temperatures �� �C and �� �C� At the second transition �I�D� the barrier
is high with a maximum for q $ �� It therefore divides the ensemble in two
distinct populations �in the P�plot� of nearly equal size� one of intermediate
structures around q $ � and one of fully denatured molecules� It is therefore
a ��state transition� But the �rst transition �N�I� has very little barrier�
The ensemble is a broad distribution of transition structures that populate
the region in between the native state and the intermediate state� It is thus
a ��state transition�
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during melting� except for �uctuations� until it reaches the denatured state�
This means that melting of this hairpin simply is a disruption of the base�
pairs� As Fig� ��� shows� the �rst transition has a negligible free energy
barrier� Such a transition is called one�state ���� ���� Critical points are
examples of zero�barrier transitions in macroscopic systems� The second
transition has a high barrier that splits the ensemble in two� It is therefore
called two�state ���� ���� In macroscopic systems an example of a two�state
transition is the boiling of water at ��� �C and � atmosphere pressure� i�e�
well below its critical point� Under those conditions there are two states in
equilibrium� one is a gas phase� and the other is a liquid phase� none of the
water is in a state of intermediate density� It might have been expected that
the interior � AU pairs would melt out before the � GC pairs� but they do
not� all � base�pairs melt together� But the barrier to the �rst transition is
so low that the landscape region between � and �� native contacts becomes
populated �Fig� ���a�� Here we see unstable transition structures in which
there is a fraying of the �� AU base�pairs in the open end part of the helix�
This happens in di	erent ways� for example� by a stepwise unzipping from
the open end along the stem toward the loop� Other ways involve growing
internal loops�

The two strands that form the �� AU base�pairs are also able to form
a lot of non�native AU base�pairs because of the translational symmetric
AUAU�patterns� Since many combinations of native and non�native AU�s
are possible� this corresponds to a larger region in the �q� qNN��plane� At low
temperatures we therefore see a low�lying plateau in the free energy landscape
for q � � �see Fig� ����� Before and during the N� I transition it becomes
populated with probabilities smaller than � &�

The surfaces of the free energy landscapes have parts with smooth slopes�
This is probably due to the regularity of the sequences and the resulting
freedom in making di	erent base pairs �although for higher temperatures also
entropy helps making the surface smoother�� For more irregularly arranged
sequences we often see a free energy surface that wiggles over short distances�

One main conclusion is that even in such a simple RNA molecule having
only secondary structure� there can be more than one conformational transi�
tion� and in this case they are of two di	erent types� one is a one�state tran�
sition� resembling a critical point in macroscopic systems� and the other is a
two�state transition� resembling a �rst�order phase transition in macroscopic
systems� These results suggest the richness and complexity that is possible
in biomolecule conformational cooperativity� Much of the traditional physics
of phase transitions reports on how cooperativity depends on the size of the
system� For polymer conformations� the appropriate measure of system size
is the number of monomers in the chain� But for biomolecule transitions�
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the monomer sequence is often a much more important determinant of co�
operativity than the chain length� Moreover� it is not just sequence e	ects�
per se that determine the complexity of cooperativity� Helix�coil transitions
are cooperative ���� ���� But helix�coil processes� because they are driven
only by local interactions in the sequence� do not have multiple transitions
of multiple types� What makes these RNA transitions more complex and in�
teresting� and perhaps a general paradigm for folding processes� is that they
also involve non�local contacts and sequence%structure relationships�

��� Designing Mutations that Change Inter�

mediate States

The Position�� RNA molecule in the previous section had an intermediate
structure I which was populated between the two transitions� We now want
to destabilize this intermediate �trap� by a minimal mutational change in the
sequence of the molecule� In other words� by mutations we want to ��ll up�
the minimum I� so that the molecule melts in one direct transition from the
fully zipped hairpin to the unfolded coil�
We choose simply to interchange the C and the G at positions �� and ���

i�e� to replace the two native GC base pairs in the middle of the strong block
by a GG and a CC base pair� This de�nes our new mutated hairpin� The
idea is to destabilize the strong block in the core of the intermediate�
In Fig� ���� we show the speci�c heat capacity curve of the mutated

molecule compared with the curve of the unmutated molecule� We see that
the mutation causes the molecule to melt in a single transition at a lower
melting temperature� The area under the curve is also smaller for the mu�
tated molecule� due to the weakened bonds�
In Figs� ���� to ���� we show some landscape plots of the mutant molecule�

As intended� the mutant does not have an intermediate stable structure� In
its single transition it goes from the native state to random coils� There
are however still features in the free energy landscape remaining from the
intermediate �a local minimum�� And the plateau associated with the AU
tails seems unchanged�the mutation a	ects the landscape mostly for lower
numbers of native contacts�
Another di	erence is that during the transition there is now a longer tail in

the distribution of non�native structure which reaches higher numbers of qNN�
These probabilities are higher than in the unmutated case� but still small�
and they do not signal the appearance of new unforeseen stable structures�
We tried also destabilizing only one of the base pairs in the strong block�

i�e� to change only the G into a C� Qualitatively it had no e	ect� The
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Figure ����� The two�peaked heat capacity curve of the Position�� RNA
molecule compared with its mutated version that has only one peak� a lower
stability and a lower area under the curve �enthalpy change��

intermediate was still present� But it was clearly supressed and melted at a
lower temperature�

��	 Designing Cooperativity

We now further examine the interplay between loop vs� tail entropies and
strong vs� weak bonds�

Figure ���� shows melting curves of four hairpins that each have two
melting peaks� In this series each stem has �� GC pairs and �� AU pairs�
and the hairpin loop is � C�s� Two of the molecules also have an internal
loop� with � added C�s in each strand� Our notation is SW� WS� ScW� WcS�
where S indicates the strong bonds �the GC block�� W indicates the weak
bonds �the AU block�� c indicates an internal loop� and the �rst letter �S in
SW� for example� indicates which block is closest to the hairpin loop�

Some of the conformational changes that we compute for these RNA�s
would take place above the boiling point of water� putting them out of reach
of simple experiments� We include them here because of the principles they
illustrate about conformational changes� Such behaviors could probably be
made experimentally accessible by choosing shorter sequences� other compo�
sitions� or changing pH and ionic strengths� for example� An understanding
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Figure ����� The native state of Mutant�Position�� RNA� These F� and P�
plots at �� �C show the e	ect of the mutation when compared with the un�
mutated molecule in Fig� ��� at the same temperature� Still being below the
�new� melting temperature� the population now peaks in the native minimum
and still has its �uctuations of end�fraying structures� However� large parts of
the F�landscape has been altered by the mutation� A new broad population
has emerged on the whole qNN�axis� with no native contacts� Overall� the free
energy of structures with less than � native contacts has been lowered relative
to structures with many native contacts� The new �dip� in the F�landscape
around �q� qNN� $ ��� �� is part of that lowering� but it is in the high parts
of the landscape and is therefore not populated� The free energy barrier at
q $ � still exists� making melting of the mutant a two�state transition�
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Figure ����� Denatured ensembles of Mutant�Position�� RNA� a� �� �C is
above the mutant�s new melting temperature so most of the ensemble is
random coil� The unmutated molecule at this temperature� cf� Fig� ���a�
was midway in its native�to�intermediate transition� exhibiting a range of
structures between these two states� Here we see a small fraction of the
ensemble on the native axis populating the same transition structures� So the
shape of the F�landscape in that area is not changed much by the mutation�
b� The small population on the native axis has disappeared and all is random
coil� At this temperature the unmutated molecule was in its intermediate
state� cf� Fig� ���a� Actually the F�landscape of the mutant also has a
shallow local minimum at q $ � �not shown�� but too high to be populated�
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Figure ����� Melting depends on the way loops �hairpin or internal� connect
strongly binded strands in one end and weak ones in the other end�

of the model�s thermodynamics over the full temperature range also helps
interpreting the behavior within the experimental window�

We associate the left and right peaks with the denaturation of the weak
and strong stems respectively� �We did also the same experiment with stems
of length � instead of length ��� where we saw two peaks for only one of the
four molecules� This was probably because shorter helices melt with a lower
cooperativity� cf� Fig� ����� Considering the left peaks of the molecules we
see that the weak stem is less stable when in the open end �ScW and SW�
than in the loop end �WcS and WS�� On the other hand� the right peaks
show that the strong stem is more stable in the loop end �SW and ScW�
than in the open end �WcS and WS�� It is as if placing the weak stem in the
open end �and thereby the strong stem in the loop end� both decreases the
stability of the left peak and increases the stability of the right peak� and
thus pushes the two melting peaks away from each other�

Comparing with our hypothesis for Fig� ���� we see here that indeed the
more entropy the weak stem is able to produce� the earlier it melts� And
the earlier it melts� the later the strong stem melts� �With the exception of
the right peak of WcS that melts a little earlier than the right peak of WS��
Here is a simple explanation� Compare the melting peaks of WcS and ScW�
For each of the molecules the two transitions Native to Intermediate� N� I�
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and Intermediate to Denatured� I� D� take place at melting temperatures

TNI $
EI � EN

SI � SN
�����

TID $
ED � EI

SD � SI
� �����

where Ej and Sj are the energies and entropies of states j $ N�I and D�
respectively� Consider the structures of ScW and WcS� the only di	erence
between WcS and ScW is that their strong and weak stems are swapped� For
WcS we expect an intermediate structure I with �� base pairs in the open
end and a big loop of size ��� as opposed to the intermediate I of ScW that
has �� base pairs in the loop end and two tails� see Fig� ����� All quantities�
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Figure ����� Intermediate structures of ScW and WcS�

except SI� are roughly the same for these two molecules� so the di	erence
in melting peak separation between these two molecules is explained by SI
alone� which is greater for ScW than for WcS� Putting the S block at the
open end increases TNI� and decreases TID� The same argument applies to
SW vs� WS�
An internal loop adds to this e	ect� with an internal loop �in ScW and

WcS� the weak stem melts earlier� because more entropy can be gained�
But for the strong stem this e	ect is not so strong� The stability is very
little a	ected by the internal loop� where we would expect it to increase the
stability of the strong stem�
Next we explore the energy landscapes of ScW RNA vs� temperature�

The main conclusion here is that observing two melting peaks does not always
imply two simple independent stem melting events� even when the peaks are
well separated� The underlying microscopic events can be more complex�
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��� Molten�Globule�like States in RNA Sec�

ondary Structure

ScW RNA and Position�� RNA would seem to be virtually identical sequence
designs� with the same types of blocks in the same arrangements� Both have
two melting peaks� But we �nd that their cooperativities are completely
di	erent� Instead of the two transitions� N� I� D we found for Position��
RNA� ScW has three transitions� N� I� M � D� N� I and D correspond
to the native structure� a half�zipped structure and random coil structures
respectively� just as in Position�� RNA� M is a molten state that appears in
ScW� but not in Position�� RNA�

Probability Plots

Figure ���� shows the population analysis as a function of temperature� Be�
ginning at low temperatures� Figs� ����a and b show that the low�temperature
transition N� I is very similar to the low�temperature transition of Position�
� RNA� the intermediate structure of ScW RNA has the �� native GC base�
pairs in the strong stem� while the AU tail is frayed �see Fig� ������ But
in ScW� this transition is more ��state�like� with a larger free energy barrier
than was present in Position�� RNA� That is� there is some partial fraying
in equilibrium with the Native and fully end�frayed states� but the partially
frayed conformations are less populated in ScW than in Position�� RNA�
Heating ScW to a higher temperature leads to a molten state M� Both the

weak and the strong stem have alternating sequences� They can form non�
native helices by sliding the two strands one or more positions in opposite
directions away from the native� This means that either of these helices can
slip to be an out�of�register zipped conformation� Such slipped helices will
have the same type of base pairs� GC�s of AU�s as before� but fewer of them�
Figures ����c�f show the transitions I � M � D involving the Molten

state� The Molten state has the weak stem unzipped and slippage in the
strong stem� The slippage transition I � M is just a rearrangement of the
strong helix� not an unfolding� Figure ���� shows that I � M is a two�
state transition �low population of states that are between I and M�� and
that the M � D transition is one�state� i�e�� barrierless� Unlike the Native
and Intermediate states� the Molten state is broad and not dominated by a
single speci�c structure� since there are many di	erent slipped conformations�
There is a broader distribution of the number of contacts� The Molten state
ensemble M is mainly comprised of � equally probable slipped structures
I���� I

�
�� and I

�
�	� as shown in Fig� ����� Recently� the phase diagram of a

similar molten state in an RNA model has been described �����
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Figure ����� a� The majority of the ensemble at �� �C is in the Native mini�
mum at �q� qNN� $ ���� ��� with an adjacent tail in the distribution of partly
unzipping down to �� native contacts� Small fractions also populate the In�
termediate minimum� a �q� qNN� $ ���� #� valley and alternative structures
on the non�native axis for �q� qNN� $ ���� ���� b� At �� �C the majority in
the probability plot has shifted to the Intermediate �half�zipped� minimum
at �q� qNN� $ ���� ��� A small population remains in the Native minimum
or along the �zipper line� in between� On the non�native axis we see a �mir�
ror image�� where a small peak has developed in the Molten minimum at
�q� qNN� � ��� ���� c� A slippage transition takes place around this tempera�
ture ��� �C� in which the ensemble shifts from the Intermediate state to the
Molten state� �Slippage� refers to the helix strands sliding in opposite direc�
tions� d� At ��� �C the majority is centered around the Molten minimum
at �q� qNN� $ ��� ���� with only a small peak remaining in the Intermediate
state� Fluctuations in this Molten state form a distribution that is much
broader than the Intermediate peak at �� �C� hence the name �Molten�� e�
A one�state transition from the Molten state to the Denatured state takes
place around this temperature� �One�state� refers to the single maximum of
the probability function which moves from �� to � non�native contacts� f�
In the Denatured state most of the ensemble is random coil with a small
number of non�native contacts�
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Figure ����� Members of the Molten state ensemble�

Slippage in both the S and W stems produces compact structures with
up to �� non�native contacts� These are highly non�native� but very com�
pact folds with large values of qNN� Figure ����a and b shows that their
populations are small�
Molecule ScW is predicted to have two ��state transitions and one ��

state transition� A most remarkable aspect of this molecule is that at around
�� �C� there are three stable states in equilibrium� separated by two free
energy barriers� The nearest correspondence in macroscopic systems is a
triple point� such as in water at ������ �C and ���� torr� which is the point
of equilibrium between three stable states�liquid water� steam� and ice�

Contact Probabilities

The slipped structures in the Molten state can also be illustrated by plot�
ting contact probabilities� which are the probabilities p�i� j� that base�pair
�i� j� is bound in the equilibrium ensemble� McCaskill ���� introduced these
probabilities in a matrix diagram as a means of representing the ensemble
of secondary structures� However� contact probabilities fail to show which
contacts go together in a secondary structure� and� therefore� they do not

show the ensemble of structures� Instead� we have been using them as an aid
in a guessing process� to �nd which structures give rise to the populations in
the landscape�
Here we are only interested in the contact probabilities of the base�pairs

present in the native hairpin and in the slipped hairpins� Here is what we
do� the strands are anti�parallel in a helix� therefore� its base�pairs are �i� j��
�i  �� j � ��� �i  �� j � ��� etc� So the sum of the two monomer indices of
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state de	nition

Native �� � q � ��
Alternative Folds �� � qNN � ��
Intermediate � � q � �� � � � qNN � �
Molten � � q � � � � � qNN � ��
Denatured � � q  qNN � �

Table ���� De�nitions of states �i�e� regions covered by the probability peaks�
in terms of numbers of native and non�native contacts�

a pair� i j� is the same for any base�pair in a helix� We use this sum i j
to identify a helix or hairpin� The native hairpin has sum ��� and slipped
hairpins have sums ��� ��� ��� �� etc� This re�ects also that the slipped
hairpins are obtained by slippage of �  �  � etc� steps� Fig� ���� shows
that native GC base�pairs dominate at T $ �� �C� but not at T $ ��� �C�
where slippage GC�s are just as probable�

Fractional Population Curves

Each peak in the population analysis represents a fairly broad ensemble� but
because they are distinct and isolated� we can give them labels asmacroscopic
states or phases�

In general� many RNA molecules undergo transitions between states that
can be either a single minimum free energy structure with �uctuations or a
broader ensemble of structures� We want to illustrate this in a simple way
by plotting the fractional populations of each state or phase as a function of
T � We de�ne these populations as the volumes under the peaks in our P �
plots� We need this integrated probability� since the height of a peak alone
does not represent the size of those broad populations that have varying
numbers of contacts� We integrate the probability P �q� qNN� over regions of
the �q� qNN��plane� The regions are chosen to cover the di	erent peaks seen
during melting� By de�ning such classes of structures� we hope to represent
the relevant states of the transitions� In general such population curves will
depend strongly on the choice of regions� But in any case they will give an
illuminating overview of the physics of the molecule in just a single plot�
This is also practical when comparing many di	erent molecules�

The plots in Fig� ���� can thus be summarized by plotting fractional pop�
ulation curves� For the ScW RNA molecule we identify �ve states� Native�
Alternative Folds� Intermediate� Molten and Denatured� de�ned by regions of
the �q� qNN��plane described in Table ���� Figure ���� shows the populations
of these �ve states vs� temperature� When two curves cross� the populations
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Figure ����� Contact probabilities in the Intermediate state �a� and in the
Molten state �b�� Base�pairs in a hairpin are numbered �� �� � � � starting from
the loop end� �NB� this does not refer to the number of contacts'� The
plots show the contact probabilities for the hairpins ���� �the native� and
����� ���� etc� �slipped hairpins�� a� In the Intermediate state at T $ �� �C
the GC�s of the native hairpin have high contact probabilities and the GC�s
of slipped hairpins have low contact probabilities� while b� in the Molten
state at T $ ��� �C� GC�s formed by slippage have contact probabilities
comparable to those in the native hairpin� In both plots probability drops
around the midway point on the hairpin� since here the weak AU contacts
begin and they are broken�
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Figure ����� Fractional populations of the states of ScW RNA vs� temper�
ature� Angled bars represent slipped hairpins and straight bars represent
hairpins with native base�pairs�

have equal size� i�e�� it is the midpoint of a transition between the two states�
For the N � I and the M � D transitions the midpoints are equal to the
melting temperatures of the two heat capacity peaks� But the sizes of the
populations depend on the choice of regions so the midpoints are arbitrary�
The I�M slippage transition is midway at Tm $ �� �C� that is� between the
two melting peaks� It has very little heat absorption� The transition does
not change the average energy of the base�pair stackings very much� hence
the peak would be small�

Transitions are not perfectly sharp and at most temperatures there are
multiple states in coexistense� This overlap is biggest for the Intermediate
and Molten states �not considering Alternative folds�� From Fig� ���� it is
also clear� that the system never reaches exactly a triple point� there is no
point at which � populations are exactly equal� The sequence WcS RNA�
described below� has such a point�

����� Unzipping from the Inside

We now compare the melting of WcS with ScW� They melt through interme�
diate structures that are di	erent �Fig� ������ but the numbers of native and
non�native contacts are the same� and in general� we expect no di	erence in
the way regions should be chosen to collect fractional populations of states�
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We� therefore� take over the same de�nitions of �ve states as in the previous
section� given by the same �q� qNN��regions� Native� Alternative folds� Inter�

mediate� Molten and Denatured� This makes the population curves of WcS
and ScW comparable�
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Figure ����� Fractional populations of states of the WcS RNA molecule
plotted against temperature� Most probable members are shown as cartoons
�as in Fig� ������

Figure ���� shows the populations for WcS of the same �ve states as in
ScW� Most remarkably� the Molten state is much less populated in WcS than
in ScW� Now only a part of the population goes via M in the transition to
D� while the other part goes directly from I to D� This all happens around
the Tm of the second peak in heat capacity ��� �C�� where the three states I�
M and D are approximately populated by one�third each� like a triple point�
The N to I transition is at the �rst heat capacity peak�
This di	erence between ScW and WcS is due to the entropy di	erence

between the loop of WcS and the two tails of ScW� The loop has fewer chain
conformations� WcS is not stable enough at high temperatures to let the
Molten state develop fully� And ScW stabilizes its Molten arrangements by
using the adjacent C�s in the hairpin loop and the internal loop to contribute
to the GC base pairs� For WcS the strong stem is in the open end with
no hairpin loop of C�s to help stabilize the Molten helices� it has only the
internal loop C�s�
We have also plotted the population curves of SW and WS �not shown

here�� They show qualitatively the same behavior as ScW and WcS� respec�
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tively�

��� Parallel vs� Serial Stems Three Melting

Events

Can we make more than two melting curve peaks# What is the behavior of
stems arranged in parallel vs� series# Serial stems have nested contacts and
parallel stems have unrelated contacts� Here our aim was to see if we could
design a sequence �wsm�p RNA� having three melting peaks� Figure ����
shows that if we put a strong stem �s� GC pairs� in parallel with a weak
stem �w� AU pairs�� and in parallel ��p� with a medium strength stem �m�
alternating AU and GC pairs�� the theory predicts there will be � peaks in
the melting curves� although they are not very distinct� When putting the
three stems in series ��s� �the smw�s RNA�� only two peaks appear� We can
increase the stability and cooperativity of the last two peaks of wsm�p RNA
by increasing the lengths of its medium and strong stems �!modi�ed RNA"��
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Figure ����� RNA�s designed to have three melting peaks�

Figure ���� shows a series of probability plots of the wsm�p RNA to illu�
minate the transitions that give rise to its three heat capacity peaks� In the
whole process up to � or �� minima appear in the landscapes� which seems
very complex� but the underlying microscopic events are more simple� the
three stems melt in the order weak� medium and then strong� But each of
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Figure ����� Probability plots for the wsm�p RNA� a� At �� �C the slippage
transition in the weak stem is in progress� and has just begun also in the
medium stem� b� At �� �C the weak stem is almost melted� but some part of
the population remains in the molten state� c� At �� �C the medium stem has
almost completed its slippage transition to a molten state� while the strong
stem has just begun its slippage transition� d� At �� �C there are four peaks
corresponding to two transitions� the molten�to�denatured transition of the
medium stem and the slippage transition of the strong stem� e� At �� �C the
medium stem is almost melted and the strong stem is in its molten state�
f� At ��� �C the strong stem is more than half�way through its molten�to�
denatured transition�
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them melts in two steps via a molten state� just like the GC part of ScW
RNA did� Instead of melting in a direct transition from Native to Denatured
they �rst go through a slippage transition to a Molten state with non�native
contacts and then they denature �break the contacts�� And since the transi�
tions for the three stems overlap to some degree on the temperature axis� the
result is the many combinations of structures seen in the landscapes� The
evidence for two or more transitions happening in parallel is the similarity in
the shapes of the di	erent peaks� A pair of peaks �corresponding to a tran�
sition� is copied in a scaled version to another part of the landscape because
another transition is taking place� This means that the same melting process
can take place in more than one place in the landscape�
Unfortunately then� the landscapes become harder to interpret� We can

no longer simply identify a certain intermediate structure with a speci�c
region of the landscape� as we did when we made population curves for ScW
and WcS� The physics here is reaching beyond what can be described with
our two order parameters� We have only one native order parameter q� but
there are three separate sub�structures of the native molecule that should
ideally each have their own order parameter� At present� computer memory
limits impede us from increasing the number of order parameters for other
than very short sequences�

��� DesigningMultiple Native States and Con�

formational Switches

In this section we design RNA molecules that have two competing native
states that are very di	erent from each other� they have no base pairs in
common�
The motivations are several� Almost all the hairpin examples we have

seen until now have been essentially one�dimensional in their free energy
landscapes� The native axis has been most important since most free energy
minima besides the two �trivial�� the native and the denatured� have been
intermediate states lying on the native axis �except for molten states�� The
minima have been on�pathway because they were intermediate steps on the
direct �zipper� folding pathways between the denatured point and the native
point that involve no non�native contacts� With our non�native coordinate
we are able to add another dimension to the pictures� and this we want to
exploit fully by studying also o��pathway minima in F � O	�pathway means
that there are many non�native contacts in the structures� An o	�pathway
minimum could correspond to a speci�c non�native low energy structure� We
are interested in studying traps� i�e�� an o	�pathway minimum that competes
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with the native minimum of a sequence at the same temperature� And we
are interested in studying a switch� i�e�� either the native or the non�native
minimum dominates depending on changes in solution or mutations�

We call our two designed native states the V fold and theW fold because
of their resemblance to those letters of the alphabet� These two folds are
illustrated in Fig� ����

W structureV structure

cruciform/cloverleaf
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1 2 3 4
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Figure ����� De�nition of possible folds of the chain� the two native structures
V and W and two examples of mixed structures that have both V contacts
and W contacts� Chain segments � to � are indicated as non�curved lines
and the hinge segments as curved lines�

The sequences have four chain segments ��� �� � and �� of equal length
that can form helices� They are separated by three short strands that act as
�hinges�� Each hinge is three C�s� The sequences of the four helix parts can be
chosen freely with some constraints� they must be pairwise complementary
in the following way � � � � � � � � �� where � means �matches perfectly
with�� This implies that sequences � and � are equal� and � and � are equal�
They could be chosen to be all equal and self�complementary� but this would
make other folds possible� for example� � pairing with ��

If the four segments are long enough� there will be a possibility of forming
mixed structures� such as a cruciform%cloverleaf or parallel folds �Fig� ������
They have both V and W contacts� but the total number of contacts is smaller
than in the V fold� The cloverleaf structures partly form all four helices of V
and W� with a multiloop in the middle� But probably more important than
cloverleafs are the parallel arrangement of the three loop�ended helices of a
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cloverleaf but no open ended helix� Mixed structures could provide a minimal
energy cost path between V and W� and thereby play a role in kinetics�

We will present four RNA molecules� one with irregular sequence to min�
imize alternative base pairings� and one has a regular sequence to minimize
disorder� The other two sequences involve an identical pair of mutations to
each of the wildtypes� The mutations create a bias that stabilises the W fold
and destabilises the V fold� and this creates a conformational switch�

For molecules having two native states� it is no longer adequate to make
landscape plots vs� �q� qNN�� because we need to specify which native state
is being used for q� Since more complex plots are not practical� we calculate
two partition functions at each temperature� one for native V and one for
native W� in which q becomes either qV or qW� So all free energy landscapes�
probability plots and population curves are either based on the V or the W
coordinates�

We plot the populations of eleven possible classes of conformations that
are relevant for this type of molecules� native�V� native�W� alternatives�to�

V� alternatives�to�W� partial�V� partial�W� V�mix� W�mix� non�V interme�

diates� non�W intermediates and coil� These states are de�ned in terms of
regions in the �qV� qNNV ��plane and the �qW� qNNW��plane in Table ���� see also
Fig� ����� Note that there are two equivalent de�nitions of the Coil state� We
want to compare the four RNA examples in this section with each other� to
see how the changes in sequence a	ect the same classes of secondary struc�
tures� We have therefore chosen a set of regions that is suited to each of the

four molecules� Note that� as usual� states are not de�ned in terms of speci�c
structures� but are populations de�ned in terms of order parameters� A state
is sometimes� but not always� comprised of a single or a few structures� Note
also that these eleven states overlap each other in terms of structures�

Of course� there is a redundancy in showing both the V plot and the
W plot of a molecule at a certain temperature� both plots show the same
underlying energy landscape� but parametrized in two di	erent ways� For
example� a peak on the native axis of a V probability plot will give rise to
a similar peak on the non�native axis of the W probability plot� But since
qNNW counts not only V contacts� but also any other non�W contacts� the
peak on the non�native�W axis will usually be higher than the corresponding
V native axis peak� So at some temperatures� for example� the Alternatives�
to�W population curve will be identical to Native�V plus a few per cent� Vice
versa� qNNV counts W contacts and other non�V contacts� So� for example�
the non�V�intermediates state can sometimes simply be a sum of the partial�
W and the non�W�intermediates populations�

This redundancy is not trivial� and it is not straightforward to combine
the �qV� qNNV� data and the �qW� qNNW� data into some mathematically equiv�
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state de	nition

Native V �� � qV � �� � � � qNNV � �
Alternatives to W �� � qNNW � �� � � � qW � �
Partial V � � qV � � � � � qNNV � �
Non W intermediates � � qNNW � � � � � qW � �
V mix � � qV � �� � � � qNNV � ��
Coil � � qV  qNNV � �
Native W � � qW � �� � � � qNNW � �
Alternatives to V � � qNNV � �� � � � qV � �
Partial W � � qW � � � � � qNNW � �
Non V intermediates � � qNNV � � � � � qV � �
W mix � � qW � �� � � � qNNW � ��
Coil � � qW  qNNW � �

Table ���� De�nitions of structural states in terms of numbers of contacts�
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Figure ����� Regions in the landscapes covered by the de�ned states�
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alent �qV� qW� qNN� data� It would be wrong to simply subtract population
curves that stem from di	erent partition functions� Instead� we plot both V
curves and W curves in the same population plot vs� T � Then it can be spot�
ted easily when two curves follow each other� that they must count identical
structures� Of course� when having two di	erent probability distributions in
one plot� everything will sum to � rather than ��

����� A Sequence Designed to Have Two Native States

VW� RNA is an irregular ���mer� It is designed to have the two target
native structures shown in Fig� ����� Chain segments � and � have the
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3’− AGUUCACCCUGA
C
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U
GAAC5’− U

38I structure

Figure ����� The sequence and native target structures of VW� RNA �top�
and the high�T stable structure I�	 �bottom��

sequence UCAAGU and segments � and � have the complementary sequence
ACUUGA �remember the segments are anti�parallel when they are paired��
The melting curve �in Fig� ����� has a single peak at Tm $ �� �C�

First we take a look at the energy landscapes to see how the two minima
corresponding to V and W look� We choose a low temperature where melting
still has not begun� Figure ����a� b� d and e shows free energy landscapes
at T $ �� �C as W plots and V plots� respectively� As expected� the two
target native structures give rise to two free energy wells in the landscapes�
The two plots �V and W� show these minima in a complementary way� as
one minimum is in the �foreground� and the other in the �background� or
vice versa� Both the native minima and the non�native minima have funnels
leading down to them� but the non�native ones are steeper� The similarity
of the V plots and the W plots is part of the redundancy mentioned before�
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Figure ����� Free energy landscapes at T $ �� �C for molecules VW� and
MutVW�� The V plot of the VW� RNA landscape is seen from two di	erent
viewpoints in a� and b�� while the corresponding W plots are shown in d�
and e�� This is below the melting temperature and there are two minima�
the V structure with its �� contacts gives the native minimum in the V plots
�a and b� and it gives the non�native minimum in the W plots �d and e��
The W structure with only �� contacts gives the non�native minimum in the
V plots and the native minimum in the W plots� The mutation �c and f�
has the e	ect of tilting the V and W landscapes toward the W minimum and
away from V �compare with a and d�� There is a valley in the higher part
of all the landscapes along the line qW  qNN $ �� There is another valley
for qW $ � and qNN � � in the W landscapes� but only a shallow hint of a
similar valley in the V landscapes�
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The two wells have nearly equal depth and size� but the native�V mini�
mum is a little deeper� This small di	erence has a great e	ect on the popula�
tions� Fig� ���� shows the complete melting transition� At low temperatures
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Figure ����� Populations of the states of the VW� RNA molecule plotted
against temperature� �Note that two populations can both include the same
structure� so curves should not sum to one��

the native�V conformation is populated by almost the total ensemble� The
native�W only becomes about �& populated just below the transition tem�
perature�
Note the redundancy in Fig� ����� up to the melting transition the curve

for alternatives�to�W follows closely the native�V curve� They both count the
same� namely native V structure� The native�W curve and the alternatives�
to�V curve have the same redundancy�
In the melting transition the molecule goes from its native�V state to a

state of two coexisting populations� one population is the coil state� which
has around a third of the ensemble� the other is an intermediate structure�
I�	� shown in Fig� ����� This alternative way of forming a compact structure
starts becoming populated at �� �C together with the coil state� Above �� �C�
the alternatives�to�W curve shows the population of I�	� At lower temper�
atures the same curve shows the native�V population� The I�	 population
is not bigger than ��&� but that is when counted by the alternatives�to�W
curve� The alternatives�to�V curve� on the other hand� counts a population
up to half the ensemble after the transition� This curve includes more of the
possible end�fraying versions of the I�	 structure than the alternatives�to�W
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curve does because of the way these two states were de�ned in Fig� ����� The
alternatives�to�V population is mostly comprised of frayed structures having
at least � of the contacts in I�	� and it dominates the ensemble after the
melting transition�
There are also partially melted I�	�s in the ensemble� with between � and

� contacts� and they contribute to the curve for non�W�intermediates� Their
population grows with high temperature to more than �� &�
All this I�	 derived structure is unexpected in two ways� �rst� it shows

that structures other than the target can be very stable� Apparently� hetero�
geneity of the sequence is not a good heuristic principle for negative design�
Second� it is stable and compact at very high temperatures� where we would
expect most of the ensemble to become random coil� We �nd it coexisting
with the coil state �forever�� well beyond the temperature range where our
model is valid�
As we might expect� the partial�V and partial�W states� in which one of

the two native stems is melted and the other intact� appear as intermediate
structures during melting� But their populations are small� ���� &� and they
can be considered as by�products of the melting process rather than stable
intermediate states�
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Figure ����� The melting curves of four RNA�s with two native states�

If we return to the F �landscapes in Fig� ����� we see that they have other
features as well� There are valleys with a total of � contacts� but they are not
populated� The W landscape in d� and e� has a valley for structures with
six W�contacts and a varying number of other contacts� During melting this
valley gets populated as the intermediate state partial�W in Fig� ����� In
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the V landscape �a and b� there is only a shallow valley for six V contacts�
and the population of this valley� partial�V� during melting is roughly half of
partial�W� Most of these populations resides in the points of zero non�native
contacts� Why is the W valley deeper than the V valley# Because there are
two choices of native W stems to unzip� both giving the entropy of one long
free tail� while for the V structure the open end stem can give two shorter
free tails �when unzipping� and the loop end stem can give one big loop� both
possibilities give less entropy�
A �nal note� the interpretations have been supported by data not shown

here� We have also calculated contact probabilities and landscapes with I�	
on the native axis� But too many types of data would not clarify the text�

����� Switching the Native Structure and Intermedi�

ates by Mutation

Now we consider a mutant of VW� called MutVW�� We introduce compen�
satory mutations in one of the helices of the W structure� i�e�� the two bases
of a pair are changed simultaneously to keep their complementarity� Chain
segments �� �� � and � have the sequences UCACGU� ACGUGA� UCAAGU
and ACUUGA� respectively� Figure ���� shows the V and W native struc�
tures indicating the mutation sites� the mutation replaces an AU pair with a
CG pair in the W structure and replaces an AU with a CU and an UA with
a GA in the V structure� respectively� The mutation is designed to deepen
the free energy well of W and raise the free energy well of V to favor W at
low T �
Figure ���� shows how the populations change with temperature� At low

temperatures native�W is more stable than native�V in the mutant� while
native�V is predominant in the wildtype �compare Fig� ������ so the mutation
has an e	ect as expected� But heating to between �� �C and �� �C causes
a conformational switch of the mutant to the native�V conformation� The
switch indicates that the two native structures are competing�
The melting temperature is Tm � �� �C� cf� Fig� ����� Melting of this

molecule as illustrated in Fig� ���� is this� between temperatures �� �C and
�� �C both of the two native populations decrease toward zero� but it happens
sooner �at lower T � for the native�W which undergoes a transition to an
intermediate population in state partial�W� consisting mainly of the structure
I�� �see Fig� ������ This population of partial�W grows to a fraction of around
a third� Later partial�W decreases again�
There are also small �� �&� populations in states V�mix� W�mix and

partial�V� which coexist with partial�W�
The coil state becomes populated� starting around �� �C� as the native�
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tures �top� and some intermediate structures �bottom��
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W� native�V and partial�W populations decrease� But the whole ensemble
does not melt into the coil state� only up to ��&� There is also formed a ��&
population of partially folded o	�pathway structures� as counted by the non�
W�intermediates curve� Half of this population is the structure I�� shown in
Fig� ����� It coexists with the coil state� The non�V�intermediates curve is
roughly the sum of the non�W�intermediates and the partial�W populations�

The mutation causes all populations with W�contacts� i�e�� Native�W�
partial�W and W�mix� to increase compared with the wildtype VW�� An�
other e	ect is that the whole melting scenario spans a broader temperature
range� This agrees with the melting curves that show a lower cooperativ�
ity of the mutated molecule� The mutation also has a great e	ect on the
I�	 structure� which attracted half of the ensemble in the wildtype� in the
mutant it is not populated at all�

Fig� ����c and f show V and W free energy plots that should be compared
with the corresponding plots in a� and d� for no mutation� to illustrate that
the mutational bias has the e	ect that the landscape seems to have an overall
tilt towards the W minimum�

����� Slippage in the Helices of V�W Structures

Sequence VW� is another ���mer� It has AAAAAA on segments � and �
and the complementary UUUUUU on segments � and �� The homogeneous
sequences of the helical parts give possibilities of non�native base�pairing by
sliding the helix strands in opposite directions� a more �exible assembly than
the �xed assembly of VW��
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Figure ����� The sequence and native structures of VW� RNA�

The �slipping� helices give rise to an additional feature of the free energy
landscapes� besides the already known features for V�W molecules that we
saw in Fig� ����� namely a new deep well around �q� qNN� $ ��� �� in both
the V and the W landscapes� Figure ���� shows an example of landscapes at
T $ �� �C� The new minimum can correspond to several structures� �� the
slippage one step or more of one of the native helices while the other helix
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Figure ����� The V and W landscapes of VW� RNA at T $ �� �C� Top row
is the V plot of the free energy landscape seen from two di	erent viewpoints�
Bottom row is the corresponding W plots� The landscapes have minima for
V and W� a valley for � contacts� a valley for six V�contacts �not very deep�
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keeps its six native contacts and �� mixed structures with both V and W
contacts�
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Figure ����� The melting curves of VW� RNA and its mutated version
MutVW� RNA�

Fig� ���� shows the melting curve for VW� and its mutant� VW� RNA
has two peaks� one at Tm � �� �C and another below the freezing point of
water� Tm � ��� �C� We have earlier seen examples of RNA�s with two
melting peaks� but their left peak corresponded to the melting of weak base�
pairs and it occured at a much higher T � Again� while this is experimentally
inaccessible� our point here is to explore principles of biopolymer physics that
could then be tested in other molecules� Or it might be possible to keep the
water liquid by changing the pressure or salt concentration� Or it may be
possible to extrapolate the experimental melting curve to low T � or otherwise
extract the information� An understanding of the model�s thermodynamics
at such low temperatures is also necessary to interpret the behavior above
zero degrees regarding the native states� The peak is very small� but we
have computed substantially high peaks at low�T for other similarly multi�
structured but longer RNA�s� see section �����
Figure ���� shows that native�W is very stable at the lowest temperatures�

But at ��� �C� corresponding to the small heat capacity peak� the system
switches to native�V� These two ground states are apparently so close in
energy that we need such a low temperature to distinguish them� The system
melts at the big heat capacity peak� where most of the ensemble goes from
native�V in a transition to the coil state�
The new wells in the energy landscapes are populated by the W�mix and
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Figure ����� Populations of the states of the VW� RNA molecule plotted
against temperature�

V�mix states� Although the W�mix and V�mix states only attract ���� &�
they are able to coexist with the native states all the way down to very
low temperatures� This is possible because the corresponding structures are
energetically favourable� not entropically �many contacts�� They are not just
intermediate products of the melting process�

For this molecule there are also some o	�pathway intermediate structures
having between � and �� contacts� The populations for these structures are
����� &� and can be seen from the curves of alternatives�to�V and non�V�
intermediates� These curves have maxima between �� �C and �� �C� i�e�� dur�
ing late stages of melting� These o	�pathway structures are formed through
slippage� and they possibly behave like the Molten state described in Fig� ����
for ScW RNA�

The partial�V and partial�W states are almost not populated for this
molecule� The corresponding valleys still exist in the free energy landscapes�
but they never get a chance to become global minima�

The native�V state has an unexpected detail at very low negative T �land�
scapes are not shown here�� within this state there are two distinct free energy
minima� one with �� V�contacts� the other with �� V�contacts and additional
non�native contacts� At around T $ ��� �C they have equal depths� but with
increasing T � the �� minimum loses in favor of the �� minimumand gradually
disappears�
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����� Multiple Transitions

Now we consider a mutant of VW�� We introduce the same double mutation
as we did in section ����� to VW� to stabilize the W fold relative to V�
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Figure ����� The MutVW� RNA with mutation sites �arrows�� its native and
stable intermediate structures�

The melting temperature de�ned by a heat capacity maximum� see Fig� �����
is Tm $ �� �C� Segments �� �� � and � in MutVW� have the sequence AAA�
CAA� UUGUUU� AAAAAA and UUUUUU� respectively� see Fig� �����
We expect the mutation to have a bigger e	ect here than in MutVW�

RNA since we introduce a strong GC contact among only weak AU contacts�
Figure ���� shows the melting scenario in terms of population curves� Native
W is the dominant state at temperatures up to around T $ �� �C� It co�
exists� however� with the W�mix state down to ��� �C� The structure I����	
�Fig� ����� constitutes half of the W�mix population�
The system melts through a remarkable series of four states before the

coil state becomes dominant at T higher than �� �C� These four states are�
W�mix which reaches its maximum population at �� �C� partial�W which is
dominant at �� �C� with structure I�� in Fig� ����� native�V which reaches
its maximum at �� �C� with structure V in Fig� ����� and �nally non�W�
intermediates which is populated with around ��& at �� �C� All states coexist
more or less� When their populations are at their peaks� they do not contain
a majority of the populations� but only around a third�
We see that the mutation has a strong e	ect in stabilizing every structure

that contains the helix in the ���end of the W structure� Native W� W mix
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ted against temperature�

and partial W are all much more populated here� Native W even becomes
the dominant state below the melting range of temperatures�
There appears to be a �counter�melting� e	ect� the native�V state act as

an intermediate state together with partially unfolded structures such as I���
despite that it is the fully zipped V�structure� So ordered structures� with
little entropy� can also be produced during melting�
The non�V intermediates curve is redundant� it is roughly a sum of the

curves for partial�W and non�W�intermediates�
Again we see that the mutation makes melting less cooperative� The

structural changes are taking place over a longer T interval than for the
unmutated VW��
Figure ���� shows the W probability landscapes vs temperature� indi�

cating the multiple populations and the various degrees to which there are
intermediate states populated between them� This shows remarkable com�
plexity for such simple molecules�

����� Comparing the Four Examples

Figure ���� shows the melting curves of the four examples of RNA�s in the
previous sections� One of them �VW�� has an extra small peak at neg�
ative temperatures �see also Fig� ����� due to a transition from native�W
to native�V� VW� and MutVW� have stronger contacts and melt at higher
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Figure ����� Temperature series of probabilities of the MutVW� RNA� These
are W�plots that show the complexity and the multiple minima� a� At � �C
the Native�W state dominates� b� At �� �C the church�shaped peaks start
growing� c� At �� �C the W�mix state reaches its maximum�� d� At �� �C
the partial�W state reaches its maximum� e� At �� �C the Native�V state
reaches its maximum� f� At �� �C the non�W�intermediates state reaches its
maximum�
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temperatures than VW� and MutVW�� There is a similarity in the melting
scenarios of MutVW� and VW�� as seen in their population curves� Both
have a pre�melting transition from native W to native V� but for MutVW�� it
does not give a second peak in heat capacity� The transition indicates in both
cases that the two native structures are close in energy� the molecules are
�undecided�� The mutation that favors W structure switches a V dominated
molecule �VW�� into an undecided molecule �MutVW��� and it switches an
undecided molecule �VW�� into a W dominated molecule �MutVW���

At high enough temperatures their free energy landscapes should be�
come independent of sequence� and all should look like Fig� ��� because their
lengths are ��� However� while for MutVW�� VW� and MutVW� the coil
state population seems to settle on a high fraction� and the non�W and non�V
intermediates populations settle on low fractions� for VW� the behavior is
more non�physical� at temperatures over ��� �C �not shown� the coil curve
settles on a fraction of a third and the curves for non�V and non�W inter�
mediates settle on two thirds� because of the incredibly stable I�	 structure�
It might be a bug in our computer codes or it might be a limitation of the
model� At the time this thesis is written we are in the process of checking
this�

���� New Sequence E�ects

The VW� RNA is not the only sequence for which we have found heat capac�
ity peaks at negative temperatures� Fig� ���� shows the melting curves of four
RNA sequences called quarto�� octavo�� octavo
 and octavo�� see Fig� �����
They have one or two peaks above � �C and one or zero peaks below � �C�

They are designed in an attempt to combine features of the VWmolecules
from the previous section with features of the ScW� WcS� etc� from sec�
tion ���� First� they have multiple ways of forming native structures� i�e��
structures that are compact folds with AU and GC contacts� They can all
form both the V fold and the W fold� For the octavo RNA�s there are other
possible folds too� for example� a cruziform fold� due to the extra four �hinge�
strands of three C�s� In Fig� ���� we only show the V fold for each sequence�
Second� they all have a strong stem with GC contacts and a weak stem with
AU contacts� as in section ���� The only di	erence between octavo�� octavo�
and octavo� is the lengths of these stems which are �� � and �� respectively�

The combination of a strong and weak stem should give two melting peaks
above � �C� octavo� and octavo� have two such melting peaks� but octavo�
and quarto� have only one peak�

There can also be melting peaks below zero� as we saw for VW� RNA�

��
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Quarto�� octavo� and octavo� have such low�T peaks� but octavo� has none�
The peaks of octavo� and octavo� are almost identical� Again� peaks below
zero are due to transitions between the di	erent native structures�
All four molecules are similar designs� Why do they not all have three

melting peaks like octavo�# The three octavo molecules have qualitatively
di	erent melting curves� but the di	erence between them in terms of sequence
and structure�the lengths of their stems�is small� The cooperativities and
melting phenomena that we have seen so far in this chapter seem not to be
able to explain these di	erences in melting curves� It is� for example� not the
helix length e	ect described in section ��� that we see here�
I have not made an ensemble analysis for these four molecules for two

reasons� �� their multiple �native� structures require the calculation of parti�
tion functions with many choices of order parameters� which is impractical�
and �� they are too long� I have therefore not an explanation of their melting
curves� I present the molecules here� since they possibly show a new sequence
e	ect that has not been described so far�
I close this chapter with these open questions�
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Chapter �

Discussion and Outlook

The native fold

A central idea in protein folding is that there exists a unique native struc�
ture as the ground state �global minimum� for the protein� It was therefore
interesting to �nd this idea to be futile and misleading in the early stages of
my RNA research� The dominant structure in the ensemble depends on the
temperature and can be totally di	erent at � �C� �� �C and �� �C� Further�
more� at most temperatures there are two or more structures or classes of
structures �states� in equilibrium with each other� We only use !native" as a
reference when choosing an order parameter q� Our sequences are not found
in nature� and of course are not designed by the evolution to have a unique
native structure� but they are designed to have at least one compact fold
with many Watson�Crick base�pairs �low energy�� A unique native structure
may not be the relevant concept for understanding the biological functions of
many protein and RNA molecules because� for example� the functioning can
involve cycles of large conformational changes such as in motor proteins ����

Landscape pictures

The energy landscape has become a paradigm for describing complex phe�
nomena in physics and biology� Its virtues in protein folding �funnels� is
discussed in e�g� ���� ���� The advantage of landscapes is their ability to
represent and grasp statistical ensembles� rather than pathways and speci�c
conformations� Much conceptual �mud� has resulted from using simpler pic�
tures than the landscape ����� As also ���� mentions� an ensemble picture
should replace the misguided emphasis on single unique structures for bio�
logical macro�molecules� For RNA secondary structure a complete coverage
of the landscape is possible� In this thesis I have tried to point out that� ��
the relevant states are macroscopic instead of microscopic� �� macroscopic
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states are de�ned in terms of order parameters instead of speci�c conforma�
tions� and �� a populations picture has been emphasized instead of reporting
on typical examples or averages� It is� however� often more e
cient to com�
municate the results in terms of the simpler pictures of speci�c structures
because populations are more di
cult to describe�

Thermal �uctuations are often considered as nothing more than ubique�
tous noise� But in genetics� ���� gives a good example that thermal ensembles
and cooperativity are an essential part of biological machinery� Maybe bi�
ology school books would be easier to digest if they emphasized ensemble
aspects more often than the unique way�

Energy landscapes are often treated as an abstract idea to help organize
thinking� But because they are abstract they can be deceiving� The mental
picture of a �D mountain landscape can be essentially wrong� cf� ����� There
is a need for real accurate examples of energy landscapes� for example ��������
One aim has been that our work will provide some �archetypal� pictures of real
exact folding landscapes� both to build up a useful intuition and to promote
the idea of a practical tool rather than an abstraction�

A need for � or more 
order parameters�

We have been using two order parameters �q� qNN� and a discussion of this
pair of coordinates was given in section ���� Here we note some conclusions
based on the results in the previous chapter�

A pair �q� qNN� succesfully describes simple transitions� But for more
complex transitions we required at least three coordinates �q�� q�� � � � � qNN��
For some sequences� as noted in section ���� we may want to assign a q�
coordinate for each of the helices present in the same native structure� For
other sequences such as the four VW molecules� for example� we want to
assign a q�coordinate for each of the multiple interesting secondary structures
�V and W etc���

The problem is that we can only calculate partition functions Q�q� qNN� T �
for a pair� We managed with some di
culty to interpret two separate
�D probability functions P �qV� qNNV� and P �qW� qNNW�� By some clever
guesswork� we even made conclusions about the �D probability function
P �qV� qW� qNN�� but this was impractical�

We need to develop programs to calculate �D �or more� partition functions
Q�q�� q�� � � � � qNN� T �� The only obstacle is memory size� With such partition
functions we will be able to make complete descriptions of more complex
folding and melting scenarios� I think that for most RNA�s there is more
than one �native� structure�
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Testing our predictions

Our predictions suggest some systematic ways of testing the theory� The next
stage of our work will be very exciting� namely testing the predictions against
experiments� Some comparisons of the theory with experimental melting
curves have already been done� showing reasonable agreements ���� We have
recently started a collaboration with Alan Frankel� professor of biochemistry
at UCSF� and his graduate student Chandrayee Das� They make melting
curves for the six RNA�s in Fig� ���� The molecules are made by in vitro
transcription using T� RNA polymerase� which has the requirement of adding
a GG dinucleotide at the �� ends of the RNA�s without corresponding CCs
at the �� ends� This small change in sequence does not change our predicted
melting curves� Unfortunately� the short time of my Ph�D� study does not
allow me to take part in this important aspect of a theorists� work�
A quantitative assesment of the accuracy of the model� as has already

been done for the standard model �see section ������� remains to be per�
formed� A comparison with the standard model should also be made� A
good idea would be to make predictions for RNA molecules that are designed
to show the strengths and weaknesses of our model� Maybe our model �and
the standard model� works best for hairpins� since the Turner rules are based
on such simple structures� If so� hairpins are not the best place to probe the
limits of the model� The strength of our model� as compared to the standard
model� may be for structures having many loops�
I am not able to get much further because of the lack of experimental

data to compare with� All I can show here is that the extra computation
resources required for our model� compared with the standard model� make
a di	erence� if our predictions di	ered very little from those of the standard
model� then our extra e	orts would not be worthwhile� Figure ��� shows
melting curves calculated with the Vienna RNA Package version ����� ���
for the four RNA sequences ScW� WcS� SW� and WS in section ���� The
curves are very di	erent from our corresponding melting curves in Fig� �����
Our curves looks �ner and more elaborate than �their� curves� which look
more crude� But we can not decide at present which curves agree best with
experiments�

Pseudoknots

It would be a great breakthrough if the theory could be extended to struc�
tures with cross�linked contacts� It would be a step toward a theory for
protein structures� But there is a major obstacle� namely that recursion de�
pends on the hierarchical nature of secondary structures� which renders the
hopes small� Progress is possible for less ambitious projects� for example
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Figure ���� Vienna RNA melting curves for our four RNA�s in Fig� �����

by including only a small set of the simplest pseudoknots� Haslinger and
Stadler de�ne bi�secondary structures� which are �superpositions� of two sec�
ondary structures� They argue that many biological pseudoknotted RNA�s
are bi�secondary structures �����

RNA Dynamics

We have studied equilibrium physics� A future direction of our work is to
study dynamics in the model� As discussed in chapter �� kinetics and broken
ergodicity are very important in RNA secondary structure� With a model of
kinetics we can ask questions as in protein folding� !What characterizes a
good folder#"� This would require doing statistics on many sequences�
Kinetics has been represented on a crude level as simply being Monte

Carlo �walks� in secondary structure space ����� This approximation is su
�
cient for many aspects of broken ergodicity� kinetic traps� etc� But we could
also wish for a polymer dynamics theory on a more detailed level� as in �����
Maybe an assumption of independent loops would work in a model of dy�
namics� What is then the dynamics of a single loop# Such a theoretical
development could also be important in protein folding dynamics�
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Appendix A

Scaling in Self�Avoiding Walks

Here I cite som results from pp� ����� in de Gennes� book ����� For further
results see ��������������

Consider lattices in dimension d� The coordination number z is the num�
ber of neighbors to a lattice site� For the d $ � square lattice and the d $ �
cubic lattice we have z $ �d� The length of edges in the lattice is a� A
random walk is a �walk� on the lattice that can intersect itself� Each step in
a random walk is chosen among the z directions independently of previous
steps� A self�avoiding walk �SAW� is a �walk� on the lattice that does not in�
tersect itself �excluded volume�� SAW�s are often used as models of polymer
molecules� Let r be the distance between the origin and the ending point of
the walk� also called the end�to�end distance� Let R� be the mean square
end�to�end distance hr�i�

A well�known result from basic probability theory is that for a random
walk the �size� R scales as

R $ aL��� � �A���

The total number of random walks of L steps is simply (totL $ zL�

For SAW�s the situation is not that simple� and some scaling results have
been obtained with numerical methods and simulations on di	erent types of
lattices� The size R of the SAW scales as

R � aL� where � $

�
��� for d $ �
��� for d $ �

� �A���

� is a universal exponent that only depends on d�

The total number of SAW�s of L steps is �for large L�

(totL � *zLL��� where � $

�
��� for d $ �
��� for d $ �

� �A���
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� is another universal exponent and *z is an e	ective coordination number
that depends on the lattice type� Because the walk is self�avoiding we have
*z � z � �� In the cubic d $ � lattice� for example� *z $ �����
The total number of SAW�s of L steps that return to a site adjacent to the

origin �cf� also the �self�avoiding polygon� �SAP� problem ����� is of course

much smaller than (totL �

(
loop
L � *zL�a�R�d $ *zLL��d � �A���

The loop closure probability is

P �loop� $
(
loop
L

(totL

� �A���

Using the above results we get

P �loop� $

�
constant � L������ for d $ �
konstant� L������ for d $ �

� �A���
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